
By Brian Blackstone

WASHINGTON—U.S. Fed-
eral Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke Tuesday offered
s o m e h o p e t h a t t h e
16-month-old reces-
sion may be losing
some of its severity
and said he is “funda-
mentally optimis-
tic” about the econo-
my’s longer-term
prospects.

“Recently we
have seen tentative
signs that the sharp
decline in economic
activity may be slow-
ing,” Mr. Bernanke
said in Atlanta.

He specifically cited re-
cent figures on housing, con-
sumer spending, and new ve-
hicle sales as some of those
signs that the recession is
slowing. “A leveling out of
economic activity is the first
step toward recovery,” Mr.
Bernanke said.

“Today’s economic condi-
tions are difficult, but the
foundations of our economy
are strong, and we face no
problems that cannot be
overcome with insight, pa-
tience, and persistence,” he
said.

In a question-and-an-
swer session after the
speech, Mr. Bernanke ac-
knowledged that the job mar-
ket for graduates is the most
difficult in decades. But he

said the country still needs
smart and hard-working peo-
ple, especially in the busi-
ness community, and urged
students not to make finan-
cial compensation the main

factor in what pro-
f e s s i o n t h e y
choose.

“People ought to
go into a profession
based on what they
enjoy, what is valu-
able to them, what
they think is valu-
able to their soci-
ety,” Mr. Bernanke
said.

Referring to the
current economic

crisis, Mr. Bernanke said “it
is clear that some of the com-
pensation and some of the
risk-taking was excessive”

in the financial community.
There will be a more vigilant
regulatory environment
from now on, he added.

Mr. Bernanke also ad-
dressed the inequities in
wealth between whites and
minorities. “Part of it has to
do, I think, with financial ed-
ucation,” Mr. Bernanke told
students at Morehouse Col-
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What’s
News

Goldman Sachs rolled out a
$5 billion stock offering a day
after reporting stronger-than-
expected earnings, while its
finance chief said the firm
remains cautious about the
current quarter. Page 19

n U.S. retail sales fell 1.1%
in March, leaving a shadow
over recent signs of improve-
ment in the economy. Page 12

n U.S. stocks slid as fading
optimism about the banking
sector and the economy
halted recent gains. European
shares rose. Pages 20, 21

n Citigroup’s plans to issue
4.4 billion new shares won’t
move forward until at least
Friday, potentially prolonging
a short squeeze. Page 26

n GM’s interim chairman ac-
knowledged that the auto
maker is running out of time
to reach a deal to restructure
outside of bankruptcy. Page 6

n Philips Electronics posted
a quarterly loss as its health-
care unit was hit by a weak
U.S. hospital market. Page 4

n North Korea abandoned
disarmament talks and or-
dered international monitors
out of the country, moves
criticized by the U.S. Page 32

n UBS and fund manager
Ashmore are starting a fund
to buy distressed emerging-
market assets from banks
and insurance firms. Page 19

n Pirates attacked two more
ships off the Horn of Africa,
despite recent U.S. and French
military action against hijack-
ers in those waters. Page 2

n Poland said it plans to ap-
ply soon to the IMF for a
flexible line of credit of
about $20 billion. Page 3

n Russia’s economic decline
may force the country to re-
turn to international debt
markets next year to fund
its budget deficit. Page 21

n France’s Total is in negotia-
tions with China and Venezu-
ela on a three-way multibil-
lion-dollar oil production and
refining venture. Page 6

n Germany will decide next
week whether to set up a
“bad bank” to absorb banks’
illiquid assets. Page 22

n Singapore’s economy con-
tracted a record 19.7% in the
first quarter on weak de-
mand for exports. Page 25

n A team of scientists in
Dubai said it produced the
world’s first cloned camel.

Economic report card

europe.WSJ.com

By Robin Sidel

Some big U.S. banks that
have received billions of dol-
lars from the government are
shipping some of their new-
est recruits overseas in order
to comply with a federal law
that restricts their ability to
hire foreign workers for U.S.
jobs.

Although some financial
firms have rescinded job of-
fers entirely to such prospec-
tive employees, J.P. Morgan
Chase & Co., Citigroup Inc.,
Goldman Sachs Group Inc.
and Morgan Stanley are qui-
etly offering international
jobs to foreign students
whom they have recruited
from U.S. colleges and gradu-
ate schools.

The overall numbers af-
fected by the restrictions are
small, but the moves repre-
sent the banking industry’s
latest effort to deal with

what they consider to be un-
tenable consequences of the
Troubled Asset Relief Pro-
gram.

“There are no U.S. immi-
gration restrictions on peo-
ple working outside the U.S.,
so anyone who wants to can
have folks work in London
versus New York,” says Allen
Erenbaum, a lawyer who spe-
cializes in immigration is-
sues at Mayer Brown LLP in
Los Angeles.

Under the federal eco-
nomic-stimulus package
signed by President Obama
in February, companies that
receive TARP funds face addi-
tional hurdles before they
can hire skilled foreign work-
ers who need temporary
work permits known as H-1B
visas. Firms that have re-
ceived government money
must prove they have tried to
recruit American workers for
those jobs and that the for-

eigners aren’t replacing U.S.
citizens.

Bank executives have pri-
vately lambasted some of
TARP’s restrictions, particu-
larly those that seek to limit
compensation. Some firms al-
ready are exploring loop-
holes that would allow them
to raise base salaries in order
to offset potential restric-
tions in bonus packages.

The restrictions on for-
eign workers have frustrated
bank executives who com-
pete to recruit students fresh
out of college or graduate
school. They say it is in the na-
tion’s interest for them to
hire highly skilled foreigners
who are educated in the U.S.
rather than have non-U.S.
companies benefit from their
American training.

Such recruitment efforts
are a Wall Street tradition,
with most firms establishing
formal relationships with the

U.S.’s top universities. Wall
Street firms also use these
programs to hire minority
students from the U.S. and
abroad.

Lloyd Blankfein, Gold-
man’s chief executive, de-
scribed the visa restrictions
as “protectionist and self-de-
feating” in a speech this
month to the Council of Insti-
tutional Investors.

“Especially at this time in
our economy, do we really
want to tell individuals who
will help companies to grow
and innovate—ultimately cre-
ating more jobs—that they
should go work elsewhere?”
Mr. Blankfein said.

About 50 of J.P. Morgan’s
225,000 employees, or 3% of
its graduating hires, are af-
fected by the new restric-
tions, according to a person
familiar with the matter.
Most of them work in the
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It’s a sign of just how
bad things are when mar-
gins in a company’s most de-
fensive division fall nearly
70% in three months. That’s
the reality facing Philips
Electronics.

Its lighting and con-
sumer electronics business
has been hit hard by the eco-
nomic downturn—hardly
surprising given car makers
are the lighting division’s

biggest clients. The suppos-
edly defensive health-care
division is the real cause for
concern. It accounted for
80% of the group’s earnings
before interest, tax, depreci-
ation and amortization in
the first quarter, even
though operating margins
fell to 4.3% from 13.6% in
the previous three months.

The funding drought has
not spared even medical

equipment such as X-ray ma-
chines and MRI scanners—
particularly in the U.S. The
division’s first-quarter sales
in healthcare fell 2%
year-on-year. Resulting pres-
sure on prices wiped around
Œ20 million off the bottom
line and the weak U.S. dol-
lar took its toll.

Philips does have the
comfort of a strong balance
sheet—net debt is 0.3 times

Ebitda, and nothing falls
due until 2011. That, com-
bined with a pledge to re-
duce annualized fixed costs
by Œ500 million ($669 mil-
lion) compared to a previ-
ous Œ400 million, sent its
shares higher. Philips has re-
fused to give detailed guid-
ance given market volatility.
Having revealed its true cy-
clicality, it is easy to see
why.  —Molly Neal

When it comes to the
TARP, Goldman Sachs
Group and the Obama admin-
istration have been por-
trayed as two Englishmen
arguing over a restaurant
check: “Please let me pay.”
“No, no, my dear boy, I
won’t hear of it.”

Goldman’s desire to re-
pay its $10 billion slug of
TARP money pronto is
understandable. The chief
reason is to remove associ-
ated restrictions on some-
thing that goes to the heart
of its business model: how
much people get paid.

The TARP’s aim, though,
is to stabilize the financial

system as a whole. Recent
signs of improvement on
that front are still question-
able. Goldman’s outsize trad-
ing gains in the first quarter,
coming alongside weakness
in other businesses, offer
limited comfort. And Gold-
man still uses other govern-
ment guarantees, having is-
sued $21 billion of cheap
debt backed by the U.S.
since October, according to
Dealogic. From the govern-
ment’s perspective, more re-
tail-exposed banks still face
big hits on consumer-credit
portfolios.

Allowing Goldman to re-
pay now, the thinking goes,

risks stigmatizing other
banks not yet able to do so,
while the system is still frag-
ile. The bank may well have
to wait.

Having just raised at
least $5 billion by issuing
stock, knocking 9% off its
share price in the process,
Goldman appears confident
of success. In any case, a de-
lay in approval to repay the
TARP wouldn’t wholly re-
move Goldman’s advantage.
Merely by demonstrating it
can raise fresh capital to re-
pay the TARP, it separates
itself from the pack.

Even if the long-term out-
look of the investment-bank-

ing model remains foggy, the
imperative to get one up on
one’s rivals remains as
strong as ever.
 —Liam Denning

Postponing CMBS woes

A poor prognosis for Philips’s defensive ambitions

Buyers are largely on
strike when it comes to com-
mercial mortgage-backed se-
curities. So are most sellers.

Rather than offload the
bonds at distressed prices,
most have decided to hang
on hope the market im-
proves. But will they be able
to wait long enough?

One lurking problem is
refinancing risk. About $22
billion of underlying CMBS
loans in the U.S. and U.K.
are due to mature in each of
2009 and 2010, rising to
$36.5 billion in 2011 and
$41.1 billion in 2012, accord-
ing to Fitch Ratings. But a
survey of 83 European
banks by Cushman & Wake-
field in March showed 59%
weren’t lending against com-
mercial real estate at all.
Many of the rest were will-
ing to provide only small
amounts. Meanwhile, new
buyers may be discouraged
by the size of equity checks
now required: Loan-to-value
ratios have fallen in the U.K.
to 60%-70% from 80%-85%,
the survey showed.

Given the limited op-
tions, banks are tending to
extend loan maturities
rather than enforce repay-
ment. With property values
falling—U.K. prices have
dropped nearly 40% from

their 2007 peak, according
to Investment Property Data-
bank—lenders haven’t been
willing to force asset sales
and take a loss. This forbear-
ance has extended to loan-to-
value covenant tests, as long
as rents continue to flow in.

But these strategies
merely put off the problem,
in the hope lenders will be
in better shape down the
road as more loans come
due and as CMBS them-
selves mature. Ratings agen-
cies have started to down-
grade deals because of this
refinancing risk, and that is
likely to continue, including
on triple-A tranches.

Tenant defaults, which
disrupt rent flows, may
force the issue. With new oc-
cupants thin on the ground,
some securities may simply
prove unable to pay their in-
terest costs. Lenders may
have little choice at that
point but to force through
asset sales despite the lack
of financing available to buy-
ers, thus crystallizing the
fall in prices. Although the
hump in refinancing risk is
several years off, investors
who ignore it could be sleep-
walking into even bigger
trouble.
 —Richard Barley

and Molly Neal

North Korea quits talks, expels monitors
Pyongyang’s moves
force other nations
to reconsider tactics

Tough talks
North Korea has made few 
treaties or deals with other 
countries, but engages them in 
cycles of talks that end when it 
decides, as with its decision to 
walk out on the six-party 
process. Its three-step strategy, 
as identified by negotiators 
from South Korea and the U.S.:

Source: WSJ reporting

North Korean envoy Kim Kye Gwan, center, listens to a speech at the opening ceremony of a new round of Six Party Talks on 
North Korea's nuclear issue in Beijing last year.

At start of 
negotiations, 
make grand and 
encouraging 
gestures.

As negotiations 
progress, set 
preconditions, 
change or reinterpret 
its position, then 
harden stance with 
provocative acts

Terminate 
negotiations, blame 
other country for 
not accepting its 
demands or 
position

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

Checks and balances

By Evan Ramstad

And David Crawford

SEOUL—North Korea said it has
abandoned aid-for-disarmament
talks and ordered international mon-
itors out of the country, leaving the
U.S. and others to figure out a new
way to deal with Pyongyang’s pur-
suit of dangerous weapons.

Coming on the heels of North Ko-
rea’s latest weapons-related test—
the April 5 firing of a missile-like
rocket—the moves show that Pyong-
yang can resist international pres-
sure despite its poverty.

North Korea ordered Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency inspec-
tors out of the country, ending inter-
national monitoring of a research re-
actor at Yongbyon and in theory al-
lowing reprocessing of fuel rods to
produce plutonium.

The five other nations in the dis-
armament talks—China, Japan, Rus-
sia, South Korea and the U.S.—must
decide whether to try to restart the
process or launch a new approach to
the North.

In Washington, White House
spokesman Robert Gibbs called
North Korea’s threat to withdraw
from the six-party talks and restart
its nuclear program “a serious step
in the wrong direction.”

“North Korea will not find accep-
tance by the international commu-
nity unless it verifiably abandons its
pursuit of nuclear weapons,” he
said, calling on Pyongyang “to cease

its provocative threats, to respect
the will of the international commu-
nity and to honor its international
commitments and obligations.” Oth-
erwise, he added, the United Na-
tions could be looking at additional
sanctions.

An IAEA spokesman said in a
statement that North Korea in-
formed IAEA inspectors at Yong-
byon that it will immediately cease
cooperation with the IAEA and
asked the agency to remove its con-
tainment and surveillance equip-

ment. North Korea announced a
plan to reactivate all its nuclear facil-
ities and resume reprocessing of nu-
clear fuel, the IAEA statement said.
The IAEA inspectors were asked to
leave North Korea at the earliest pos-
sible time.

The on-again, off-again inspec-
tions at the five-megawatt Experi-
mental Nuclear Reactor Plant and
the Nuclear Fuel Fabrication Plant
at Yongbyon resumed in October,
soon after the U.S. announced it
would remove North Korea from the

State Department list of countries
that sponsor terrorism.

North Korea and the IAEA have
started and stopped inspections sev-
eral times since early 2007, in tan-
dem with progress and setbacks in
diplomatic talks. The halt in coopera-
tion with IAEA inspectors has gener-
ally followed the same pattern.

Pyongyang’s withdrawal from
the talks could significantly in-
crease the threat of weapons prolif-
eration around the world, officials
of the U.S. and some Middle Eastern

countries said.
These officials said even while ne-

gotiations between the interna-
tional community and Pyongyang
were active in recent years Ameri-
can and Asian intelligence services
tracked continuing North Korean at-
tempts to sell long-range missile
parts and weapons of mass destruc-
tion to Iran and Syria. The fear now
is that North Korea, in even worse
need of hard currency, could seek to
expand its weapons business.

“We’ve know for years that the
North Koreans are involved in every
phase of missile development
among the countries in the Middle
East. All of them,” said a senior Is-
raeli official working on prolifera-
tion issues.

The official noted that North Ko-
rean workers were sometimes
present at Iranian and Syrian mili-
tary sites in recent years, and are be-
lieved to be aiding both countries’
ballistic-missile and nuclear pro-
grams.

Despite these proliferation
threats, U.S. officials say they are
continuing to work with Asian allies
to resume six-party negotiations
with North Korea.

Just getting Pyongyang back to
the negotiating table will likely
mean that the other countries will
first have to agree to some new de-
mand, analysts said. Over the past
two decades, diplomats have tried
numerous and varied tactics to halt
North Korea’s pursuit of advanced
weapons, so coming up with a new
plan will be a challenge.
 —Jay Solomon in Washington

and SungHa Park in Seoul
contributed to this article.

Bounce back
Year-to-date share 
performance

Source: WSJ Market Data Group
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U.S. President Barack Obama, in a speech Tuesday, said actions are starting to
show signs of progress, but he warned the economic gloom won’t lift immediately.

Obama defends policies
U.S. president cites
‘glimmers of hope,’
but picture is mixed

By Henry J. Pulizzi

WASHINGTON—Delivering a re-
port card on the U.S. economy after
his first 12 weeks in office, President
Barack Obama on Tuesday offered a
stout defense of his agenda to kick-
start growth and fix the financial
sector.

Mr. Obama, in remarks at George-
town University, said actions taken
so far are starting to show signs of
progress, but he warned that the eco-
nomic gloom won’t lift immediately.

“There is no doubt that times are
still tough. By no means are we out
of the woods just yet,” Mr. Obama
said. “But from where we stand, for
the very first time, we are beginning
to see glimmers of hope.”

That mixed picture was rein-
forced in the combination Tuesday
of optimistic remarks by Federal Re-
serve Chairman Ben Bernanke and
downbeat figures on U.S. retail
sales. Mr. Bernanke, pointing to
housing, consumer spending and ve-
hicle sales data, said there are “ten-
tative signs” the downturn is slow-
ing. At the same time, though, retail
sales slumped 1.1% last month.

Mr. Obama made no new policy
announcements during the re-
marks, but he provided a lengthy re-
cap of the policies his administra-
tion is taking to combat the reces-
sion, from the Troubled Asset Relief
Program to a proposed regulatory
overhaul and plans for a cap on car-
bon emissions. He called on lawmak-
ers to wrap up new financial regula-
tions before the end of the year and
said the tax code should be updated
to close corporate loopholes and re-
store balance for taxpayers.

He also took on critics who say he
is spending recklessly and pushing a

liberal agenda and defended the ad-
ministration’s bailout of belea-
guered U.S. banks. “Although there
are a lot of Americans who under-
standably think that government
money would be better spent going
directly to families and businesses
instead of banks—‘where’s our bail-
out?’ they ask—the truth is that a
dollar of capital in a bank can actu-
ally result in eight or 10 dollars of
loans to families and businesses, a
multiplier effect that can ultimately
lead to a faster pace of economic
growth,” he said.

At the same time, he said it
would have been unwise for the gov-
ernment to pre-emptively step in
and take over major financial institu-
tions. “Let me be clear—the reason
we have not taken this step has noth-
ing to do with any ideological or po-
litical judgment we’ve made about
government involvement in banks,
and it’s certainly not because of any
concern we have for the manage-
ment and shareholders whose ac-
tions have helped cause this mess,”
he said. “Rather, it is because we be-
lieve that pre-emptive government
takeovers are likely to end up cost-
ing taxpayers even more in the end,
and because it is more likely to un-
dermine than to create confidence.”

On the cap-and-trade proposal
for greenhouse-gas emissions, Mr.
Obama said the administration “can
no longer delay putting a frame-
work for a clean energy economy in

place.” Doing so quickly will send
businesses a signal to begin invest-
ment in clean energy, he said.

On the struggling U.S. auto mak-
ers, Mr. Obama said it is his “fervent
hope” that General Motors Corp.
can craft a business plan that puts it
on a track toward profitability and
Chrysler LLC can find a business
partner to keep it from collapsing.

Addressing criticism that his re-
covery plans are unnecessarily
boosting the already record-high
federal budget deficit, Mr. Obama
said his spending programs aren’t
to blame for the government’s
strained finances. He said it
wouldn’t be smart to slash spending
at a time when the economy is floun-

dering.
“If every family in America cuts

back, then no one is spending any
money, which means there are more
layoffs, and the economy gets even
worse,” he said. “That’s why the gov-
ernment has to step in and tempo-
rarily boost spending in order to
stimulate demand. And that’s ex-
actly what we’re doing right now.”

While Mr. Obama pointed to can-
celed layoffs at schools and police
departments, a boost in “green”
jobs and a rise in home-mortgage re-
financing, he acknowledged that
more difficult days are likely ahead.

“This is all welcome and encour-
aging news, but it does not mean
that hard times are over,” he said.
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LEADING THE NEWS

By Chip Cummins

DUBAI—Pirates attacked two
more cargo ships early Tuesday off
the Horn of Africa, continuing a
spate of attacks despite recent U.S.
and French military action against
hijackers in those waters.

Pirates seized the MV Irene in the
GulfofAdenbetween1 a.m.and2a.m.
local time, about 160 kilometers
southwest of Al Mukalla, Yemen, ac-
cording to the U.S. Fifth Fleet in Bahr-
ain and pirate trackers. The vessel—
flagged in the Caribbean island na-
tionofSt.VincentandtheGrenadines—
was managed by a Greek company
and crewed by more than 20 sailors.

Later in the day, the Togo-
flagged freighter MV Sea Horse was
hijacked off the coast of Somalia,
east of Mogadishu, the Navy said. As

pirates approached, the Sea Horse
made radio contact with the Cana-
dian warship Winnipeg, sailing un-
der the command of the North Atlan-
tic Treaty Organization, according
to a NATO spokeswoman.

The Winnipeg sent a helicopter,
but by the time it got near the
freighter, pirates had taken control
of the vessel. The chopper con-
firmed the seize by radio and
headed back to the Winnipeg.

NATO ships have a policy of not
engaging with hijacked ships unless
fired upon, said spokeswoman
Shona Lowe. They can fire at pirates
before they board ships, she said.

“ForNATO,it’snotacaseofchasing
pirates across the high seas,” she said.
NATO’s priority is “the crew’s safety.”
 —John W. Miller in Brussels

contributed to this article.

Pirates seize two more ships
off Africa despite security shift
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Debt worries clip Songbird Estates’ wings
Rising vacancies
at Canary Wharf
also weigh on firm

By William Boston

SPECIAL TO THE WSJ
In recent weeks, Songbird Es-

tates PLC has been disclosing
mounting problems tied to its invest-
ment in Canary Wharf, the sprawl-
ing office district that came to sym-
bolize London’s rise as a global fi-
nancial hub over the past two de-
cades.

But as Songbird engages in talks
with shareholders and Citigroup
Inc., one of its main lenders, to re-
structure its debt, it appears that
some of the group’s biggest prob-
lems may be to come.

Songbird, the investor consor-
tium that owns about 61% of Canary
Wharf, has disclosed that it is close
to breaking loan-to-value covenants
on its debt and must either repay or
refinance an £880 million ($1.3 bil-
lion) loan from Citibank by May
2010. The company has hired N.M.
Rothschild & Sons as an adviser to
help it restructure its finances.

Rising vacancy rates and falling
rent levels in Canary Wharf, how-

ever, could pose potentially larger
problems for the property owner’s fi-
nances. Songbird cites the long
leases of its tenants—on average
15.2 years—as proof that its funda-
mental business remains sound. It
reported in March that if all options
to break leases were exercised,
some 533,400 square feet (49,554
square meters) of space would be-
come vacant between now and 2014.
That would be roughly 6.8% of the
7.9 million square feet of space at
Songbird’s Canary Wharf proper-
ties. The vacancy rate on those prop-
erties was just 0.3% at the end of De-
cember, but the vacancy risk may be
worse than that.

Independent property consult-
ants Knight Frank predict that va-
cancy rates in the entire Docklands
district, of which Canary Wharf is
the largest project, will rise to 14%
by the end of this year from 4.8% at
the end of 2008.

“An increase in vacancy of this
magnitude would have a significant
impact on Songbird,” says Nick Dea-
con, a property fund manager at
Henderson Global Investors.

Another more immediate head-
ache for Songbird may be London’s
accelerating decline in office rents.
The company says that the average
rent at its properties is £54.49 per

square foot and that planned in-
creases would bring the average to
£59.65 by 2012. Yet at the same time,
Songbird says, it rented 205,000
square feet to new tenants last year
at between £45 and £49 per square
foot. That represents a nearly 18%
drop in the average of the highest
rental rates Songbird charges.

Declining rental income could ex-
acerbate Songbird’s financial woes.

The total value of its assets dropped
80.4% in 2008 to £459.7 million from
£2.35 billion in 2007. Net asset value
per share fell 70.2% to 64 pence.
More alarming is that the £469.5 mil-
lion Songbird’s properties gener-
ated in net income—which the com-
pany describes as cash generated by
rent receivables, net development
and related income—was less than
its net debt-service cost of £470.5

million last year.
Songbird Secretary John Gar-

wood didn’t respond to repeated re-
quests for comment.

Last month, Songbird said the
danger it would breach its loan cove-
nants “represents a material uncer-
tainty which may cast significant
doubt on the group’s ability to con-
tinue as a going concern,” adding
that it may be “unable to realize its
assets and discharge its liabilities in
the normal course of business.”

Songbird’s loan-to-value ratio
was 86.1% at the end of the year,
close to the limit of 87.5% in its loan
covenant.

The good times for Canary
Wharf came to an abrupt end in Sep-
tember 2008, when the spreading fi-
nancial crisis claimed Lehman Broth-
ers, the U.S. investment bank, as one
of its most prominent victims. Leh-
man had its European headquarters
at Canary Wharf.

Since then, more banks have ei-
ther left the area or are considering
leaving. Bank of America Corp.,
owner of Merrill Lynch & Co., exer-
cised an option to break its lease and
could leave as soon as 2012. Morgan
Stanley plans to vacate as much as a
quarter of the space it rents at Ca-
nary Wharf.

THE PROPERTY REPORT

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream

Songbird Estates 
Daily closing share price on the 
London Stock Exchange.
Tuesday’s close: 44.5 pence, up 18%
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352 Units Orlando $18,995,000
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Hungary endorses new prime minister
Bajnai aims to bring
new fiscal austerity;
outlines new cabinet

The Property Report

By Edith Balazs

BUDAPEST—Hungary’s Parlia-
ment endorsed Gordon Bajnai to be-
come the next prime minister, pav-
ing the way for a stringent fiscal aus-
terity program aimed at guiding the
nation through its biggest down-
turn in nearly two decades.

Mr. Bajnai will head a govern-
ment facing an economy in a severe
recession, rising unemployment, a
deeply depreciated currency, a dis-
satisfied electorate and a fragile ma-
jority in Parliament. The economy is
also being kept afloat by a $25.1 bil-

lion loan package led by the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund.

“I have a contract for a deter-
mined period of time and a deter-
mined task,” Mr. Bajnai told Parlia-
ment, referring to the fact
that his cabinet will have
one year to tackle the eco-
nomic crisis until the next
general election in 2010.

Mr. Bajnai’s austerity
program will aim to keep
the budget deficit below
3% of gross domestic prod-
uct and to kick-start eco-
nomic activity. Hungary’s
economy has been forecast
to shrink by around 5% this
year.

Mr. Bajnai appointed nonparti-
san technocrats to some key cabinet
posts. His new finance minister, Pe-
ter Oszko, is managing director of au-
diting firm Deloitte & Touche’s Hun-

garian unit.
“The most important task of the

new finance minister will be to pre-
serve the fiscal balance… and to
draw up a new tax system,” which

will be simpler than the cur-
rent one and will help boost
the economy, Mr. Bajnai
said in his speech.

The post of economics
and national development
minister, Mr. Bajnai’s cur-
rent job, will be given to
Tamas Vahl, president of
the German-Hungarian
Chamber of Commerce and
chief executive of Hungar-
ian navigation software
firm Nav N Go. Mr. Vahl pre-

viously served as the CEO of German
software company SAP’s Hungarian
arm.

Mr. Bajnai’s nomination received
204 votes in the 385-member Parlia-

ment, with the main opposition
party, Fidesz, and the conservative
MDF refusing to participate in the
vote.

Outgoing Prime Minister Ferenc
Gyurcsány announced in late March
his resignation over economic pol-
icy debates, saying he would make
way for a new governemnt to steer
Hungary through the crisis.

Mr. Bajnai accepted the nomina-
tion on the condition that lawmak-
ers sign on to his program before
voting him in. The new prime minis-
ter’s program envisages deep cuts in
social spending—including pen-
sions, family allowances, state subsi-
dies on household energy, public
transport and mortgages.

The Hungarian forint firmed
slightly as news of Mr. Bajnai’s par-
liamentary approval eased fears
that the political vacuum would per-
sist.

LEADING THE NEWS

Clipped wings
Rising vacancies at
Canary Wharf weigh on
Songbird Estates > Page 31

Gordon Bajnai

By David McQuaid

And Tom Barkley

WARSAW—Poland plans to ap-
ply soon to the International Mone-
tary Fund for a flexible credit line of
about $20 billion, the country’s fi-
nance minister said, in a move to
make it a “pillar of stability” for Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe.

Finance Minister Jacek Ros-
towski said Poland, which has kept
its fiscal and external deficits under
control, would benefit from the
credit line by lowering its debt-ser-
vicing costs and limiting potential
depreciation pressures on its cur-
rency, the zloty. Central and Eastern
European countries have suffered
major capital flight amid the global
credit crunch.

Poland will become the second
country, after Mexico, to request the
credit, which is aimed at providing
well-managed economies with easy
access to financing to reassure inves-
tors during the economic crisis.

In Washington, IMF Managing Di-
rector Dominique Strauss-Kahn wel-
comed the request, saying Poland’s
sound economic policies make the
country well-suited for the new pro-
gram.

“Its economic fundamentals and
policy framework are strong, and
the Polish authorities have demon-
strated a commitment to maintain-
ing this solid record,” Mr. Strauss-
Kahn said in a statement. He said he
will seek quick approval from the
fund’s executive board.

Analysts said access to the “no-
strings-attached” program devised
by the IMF for the best-managed
emerging-market economies is
good news for the Polish bond mar-
ket, which has been subject to bouts
of fiscal jitters on fears that slowing
economic growth will drive up bor-
rowing needs.

“This should prompt investors to
accept lower yields,” said Marcin
Mrowiec, chief economist of Bank
Pekao SA in Warsaw.

Economists and fund managers
also agreed with the finance minis-
ter’s assessment that the credit line
should help backstop the zloty,
which has already rebounded 15%
from its mid-February low of 4.90
zlotys to the euro.

The zloty traded at 4.24 to the
euro late Tuesday, strengthening
from 4.36 zlotys before the finance
minister’s announcement.

“This move makes a world of
sense,” said Pablo Cisilino, a New
York-based fund manager for Stone
Harbor Investment Partners. “The
result should be lower interest rates
and a stronger exchange rate, al-
though it could get lost in the shuffle
initially because we’re in the middle
of a [global equity] selloff today.”

Poland to apply
for ‘no-strings’
IMF credit line
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firm’s investment bank. Rather
than rescind offers, J.P. Morgan is
sending those new hires to Lon-
don, São Paulo and Hong Kong, say
people familiar with the bank’s
strategy. J.P. Morgan CEO James Di-
mon has said the firm, which re-
ceived $25 billion under TARP,
took the money after the govern-
ment requested it to do so and
would like to pay it back.

Less than 1% of Citigroup’s
roughly 300,000 U.S. employees
hold H-1B visas, according to a per-
son familiar with the situation.
The firm, which has received $50
billion in TARP funds, is sending af-
fected employees to assorted for-
eign locations based on factors
such as the worker’s specific skills
and native language.

The firm “is exploring potential
opportunities in our non-U.S. glo-
bal operations for those who may
be affected by the law,” a Citigroup
spokesman said.

A Goldman spokesman said the
firm will ask recruits to work in
other offices if they can’t get a U.S.
visa. “We will honor the offers we
have made,” he said.

Other companies are leaving it
up to the prospective employee to
pursue overseas jobs. A spokes-
woman for Bank of America Corp.
says the firm rescinded a small

number of job offers to prospec-
tive employees who need H-1B vi-
sas, but “like anyone, these individ-
uals are welcome to pursue oppor-
tunities with the company based
outside of the U.S.”

The visa restrictions are also
proving to be nettlesome to hedge
funds and other investors who may
seek to participate in a govern-
ment-backed program designed to
stimulate credit markets. Those
firms, too, may be subject to the
limitations on H-1B visas under cer-
tain circumstances.
 —David Enrich

contributed to this article.

Continued from first page

Some banks that have taken U.S. funds are sending recruits abroad to comply
with restrictions on hiring foreigners. Above, Citibank Tower in Hong Kong.

EU faults U.K. oversight
of Internet data privacy

Bernanke sounds an optimistic note

Japan seeks a new base
As factories vanish,
managers turn away
from manufacturing

Economy & Politics
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Another TARP pitfall: work visas

lege, a historically black school.
“There needs to be broader under-
standing in minority communities
... about the importance of saving
and building a credit record.”

Mr. Bernanke’s cautiously up-
beat comments on the economy
echo those made last week by
White House economic adviser
Lawrence Summers, who said the
sense of “free fall” should wane in
the months to come.

Though the U.S. economy likely
contracted sharply again in the first
quarter following the fourth quar-
ter’s 6.2% plunge in gross domestic
product, economists expect a
smaller decline this quarter, fol-
lowed by stabilization later this
year.

But risks remain, especially
from the labor market. The U.S. is
currently shedding jobs at a rate of
about 650,000 per month. If that
continues, it could stamp out a con-
sumer-driven recovery before it
takes hold. March retail sales, re-
leased Tuesday, were disappoint-
ingly weak, an indication that con-
sumers still face major headwinds.

Mr. Bernanke also stressed that

despite the extraordinary efforts
the Fed is taking to support finan-
cial markets and the economy, it
hasn’t taken its eye off inflation.
The Fed “treats its obligation to en-
sure price stability extremely seri-
ously,” he said.

Price stability doesn’t necessar-
ily mean that inflation is zero, and
Mr. Bernanke noted that most Fed
officials would like to see annual in-
flation of around 2% over the long
term. “Right now, because of the
weakness in economic conditions
here and around the world, infla-
tion has been running less than
that, and our best forecast is that in-
flation will remain quite low for
some time,” he said.

Still, he warned that as the econ-
omy strengthens, financial markets
heal and the demand for goods and
services rebounds, the liquidity the
Fed has pumped into the system
could pose an inflationary threat un-
less key interest rates rise and some
liquidity is drawn back out of the
system.

Mr. Bernanke signaled that offi-
cials are mindful of the need for an
exit strategy once the economy im-
proves. Fed officials, he said, “are

fully committed to acting as needed
to withdraw on a timely basis the ex-
traordinary support now being pro-
vided to the economy and we are
confident in our ability to do so.”

Mr. Bernanke expressed confi-
dence in the Fed’s ability to pro-
mote economic stability through a
variety of efforts including credit
programs and open-market securi-
ties purchases, saying “the Fed’s
toolkit remains potent, even though
the federal funds rate is close to
zero and thus cannot be reduced fur-
ther.”

He again defended the federal
government’s decision to rescue
American International Group
Inc., saying “preventing the failure
of AIG was the best of the very bad
options available.” He acknowl-
edged that many Americans see the
AIG rescue as unfair because other
companies, including nonfinancial
and smaller financial firms, haven’t
been treated in the same manner.
“Allowing AIG to at least partly
avoid the discipline of the market-
place also sets a bad precedent,” he
said.

 — The Associated Press
contributed to this article.
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TOKYO—During the global eco-
nomic boom this decade, Nippon
Chemi-Con Corp.’s Japanese facto-
ries worked overtime to keep up
with demand. Its domestic plants
were located near engineers and
better suited to handle customer re-
quests than the company’s lower-
cost factories abroad. The weak yen
made exports cheaper, reviving the
appeal of manufacturing in high-
cost Japan.

Now, as the global slump cuts
production by nearly 70% from year-
ago levels and the rising yen slashes
earnings, the Tokyo-based electron-
ics-parts maker says it is forced to
shift a chunk of production over-
seas.

“The weak yen made us lazy,”
says Junichi Suga, the company’s ex-
ecutive managing director. “During
those years, we shouldn’t have
eased our effort to shift production
abroad.” The company aims to
boost overseas production to 60%
of sales within the next year, from
40% in recent months.

For Japan, Nippon Chemi-Con’s
move realizes an inevitable shift:
Its cherished tradition of manufac-
turing may finally move away from
its high-cost market to lower-cost
neighbors, leaving hundreds of
thousands of Japanese workers job-
less as the country struggles to rein-
vent its economy.

In the 1990s, as China took on
more manufacturing work once
done in Japan, many Japanese
feared their industries would be
“hollowed out,” with executive of-
fices remaining at home while jobs
moved abroad. But the past six
years sparked a manufacturing re-
naissance, helped by cheap tempo-
rary labor, surging demand for Japa-

nese products and a weak yen—
which made the price of exports
competitive.

Exports soared, reaching a
record 16.5% of the overall economy
in July-September 2008, after rang-
ing between 8% and 10% during the
1980s and 1990s. Companies
rushed to open factories at home,
saying complex products, evolving
technologies and the danger of man-
ufacturing secrets leaking out
made it important to keep factories
close to headquarters.

Now, Japan’s manufacturing
bubble has burst. Exports for Febru-
ary dropped by 49%, the fifth
month of decline. The higher yen is
pummeling companies’ overseas
earnings. The dollar, which was at
123 yen in July 2007, tumbled to 87
yen in December 2008, before recov-
ering to the current level of about
100 yen.

Japan’s economy contracted at
an annualized 12.1% during the Octo-
ber-December quarter. The Organi-
zation for Economic Cooperation
and Development forecasts Japan’s
economy will contract 6.6% in 2009.

How Japan fares in transition-
ing from its manufacturing-depen-
dent growth model could deter-
mine how the world’s second-larg-
est economy emerges from the re-
cession.

Even if demand recovers over-
seas, Japan is unlikely to regain
ground as a dominant manufactur-
ing hub. Demand is likely to pick up
first in emerging markets, where
lowering production costs will be-
come even more crucial. The out-
look is weak for the U.S. and Europe,
the main markets for high-end elec-
tronics and luxury cars made in Ja-
pan.

But Japan has few other devel-
oped sectors that could become al-
ternative engines of growth. Years
of weak politics and rigid bureau-
cracy have prevented much-needed
deregulation in areas such as retail
and medical services.

The Japanese government says
it realizes the need for a new direc-
tion, but it hasn’t presented clear
plans.

Transitioning out of manufactur-
ing is painful for Japan, which has
long been proud of its identity as a
country of craftsmen. Neverthe-
less, leading manufacturers are
starting to explore options.

Sharp Corp., which has almost a
40% market share in Japan for flat-
panel television sets, has long
boasted it makes all of the key liq-
uid-crystal-display panels in Japan,
saying it has overcome higher labor
costs and lack of government sup-
port with superior production tech-
nology. Sharp rode the export boom
to notch five consecutive years of
record profit.

But amid sliding TV sales, a
stronger yen and falling prices,
Sharp posted its first annual loss
since 1950 in the year ended March
31. Sharp says it is embracing a new
business model that moves produc-
tion of panels closer to overseas
markets.

“The past way of using our own
money to build all our factories in
Japan and exporting to overseas
markets is something that we have
to rethink,” said Mikio Katayama,
Sharp’s president and chief operat-
ing officer at a recent news confer-
ence.

Sharp is negotiating with poten-
tial, unspecified partners for manu-
facturing alliances in Southeast
Asia, China, North America and Eu-
rope.

For some manufacturers, the
shift out of Japan is part of a change
in corporate strategy. For almost
three decades, Nissan Motor Co.
produced its popular March sub-
compact outside Tokyo. Next year,
it plans to shift all production of the
March to Thailand from Japan, part
of a two-year plan to move 10% of
its production in Japan overseas to
five lower-cost countries.

This comes at a heavy price for
Nissan’s work force in Japan, where
about 12,500 job cuts are planned.
Carlos Ghosn, Nissan’s chief execu-
tive, has hinted that more cuts may
be on their way. The company de-
clined to comment on its move, say-
ing that it is still reviewing its glo-
bal production plans.

By Matthew Dalton

And Aaron O. Patrick

The European Commission for-
mally warned the U.K. Tuesday that
it was failing to properly protect per-
sonal online data, the first step in a
process that could lead to legal ac-
tion against Britain.

In a letter sent to the U.K. govern-
ment, the commission said the use
of Internet-monitoring technology
developed by London-based Phorm
Inc. violates EU privacy rules in
some cases. The commission also
said some U.K. Internet-service pro-
viders have used Phorm’s technol-
ogy without gaining consent of their
subscribers.

Phorm gathers information on In-
ternet users to help advertisers find
potential customers. Using Phorm’s
technology, a marketer might be
able to display an ad for a Paris hotel
to a person who searches Google for
“Paris holiday.”

The company says it doesn’t
store personal data or keep records

of Web sites people have searched. A
Phorm spokeswoman Tuesday de-
clined to comment beyond a pre-
pared statement, which said the com-
pany is “fully compliant with U.K. leg-
islation and relevant EU directives.”

The use of Phorm’s technology
by BT Group PLC has sparked com-
plaints in the U.K. that telecommuni-
cations firms are using Phorm to
monitor consumers’ online actions
without permission. A BT spokes-
man declined to comment.

The commission said Britain
should outlaw Internet-traffic inter-
ception and monitoring unless us-
ers give explicit consent that their
behavior can be tracked and ana-
lyzed. The U.K. may also need an in-
dependent authority to monitor
data interceptions, the commission
said.

Britain has two months to re-
spond. The country’s Information
Commissioner’s Office, which is
charged with protecting personal in-
formation in the country, said it
could not comment on the EU move.

New Taliban clout
The Swat Valley becomes
a militant stronghold after
peace deal > Page 10
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American Airlines pilots are renting billboards near the Chicago and Dallas-Ft. Worth airports to get support for higher pay.

Labor demands cloud outlook for American Airlines
By Mike Esterl

FORT WORTH, Texas—American
Airlines is mired in increasingly con-
tentious labor negotiations with its
pilots, flight attendants and mainte-
nance crews—six years after union
concessions allowed the carrier to
avoid bankruptcy protection.

The AMR Corp. unit faces grow-
ing liquidity concerns as it prepares
to announce Wednesday a first-quar-
ter loss that analysts have forecast at
about $400 million. American last
month said it expected to end the
quarter with a cash and short-term
investment balance of approxi-
mately $3.1 billion, down from $3.6
billion at the end of December.

Wednesday’s report will be the
first in a series of what are likely to
be dismal earnings announce-
ments from U.S. airlines. Even as
the recession is gutting corporate
travel budgets, workers at many
carriers are trying to win back
wage cuts that helped the industry

survive the last downturn.
The situation is especially tense

at American. Workers at the second-
largest U.S. airline by traffic agreed
in 2003 to $1.8 billion in payroll cuts,
pushing compensation to levels of a
decade earlier. But many of the air-
line’s rivals—including Delta Air
Lines Inc., US Airways Group Inc.
and UAL Corp. unit United Airlines—
secured bigger cuts in recent years
through bankruptcy courts.

American’s labor cost, at 3.69
cents per available seat mile as of
last September, was the highest in a
list of 13 airlines compiled by the fed-
eral Bureau of Transportation Statis-
tics. Southwest Airlines Co. was No.
2 at 3.44 cents.

American’s pilots are demand-
ing a 50% pay increase. The Allied Pi-
lots Association has rented bill-
boards near the Dallas-Fort Worth
and Chicago O’Hare airports, slam-
ming $300 million in bonuses to the
company’s top 1,000 executives
over the past three years and high-
lighting an ongoing U.S. govern-
ment probe into possible safety vio-
lations at the airline.

The 2003 concessions “are
viewed by our pilots as a loan, and
it’s time to restore us,” says Sam
Mayer, a pilot-union spokesman and
767 captain for American.

American’s pilots are among the
most experienced in the industry
and among the highest paid. They
earned an average of about $225,000
in salary and benefits in 2007, de-
pending on seniority and other fac-
tors—well above a 15-airline average
of $188,268, according to the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.

American’s management says its
executive compensation is in line
with other airlines and that the air-
line’s safety is top-notch. The Fed-
eral Aviation Administration is con-

tinuing its investigation of wiring
problems on American aircraft.

The airline and pilots union
since last May have been in talks su-
pervised by the National Media-
tion Board. American has since en-
tered federal mediation with repre-
sentatives of its flight attendants
and maintenance crews.

Delta, the biggest U.S. airline,
and Southwest Airlines, the largest
low-cost carrier, recently struck
agreements for increases well be-
low what is sought at American
without much discord. But talks
are growing more combative at US
Airways, where pilots are pressing
for federal mediation. Negotia-
tions with United’s main unions are
getting underway this month.

Negotiations at American could
drag on for months.Under U.S. la-
bor law, airline employees are pro-

hibited from striking or taking
other job actions until mediators
declare an impasse. If they strike,
the White House can order employ-
ees back to work, as it did 24 min-
utes after a pilot strike was called
at American in 1997.

Laura Glading, head of the Associ-
ation of Professional Flight Atten-
dants, says American attendants
also want to be made whole after
their salaries were cut by more than
25% six years ago. The Transport
Workers Union of America, which
represents American’s maintenance
crews, has called for annual pay in-
creases of 6%, 4% and 3%, respec-
tively, over the next three years.

American has yet to make wage
counterproposals to the pilots’
union or flight attendants, prefer-
ring to first work on productivity
issues. The airline’s most recent of-

fer to transport workers included a
5% bonus payment in return for
scaled-back medical benefits. Ameri-
can also said it will freeze wages for
nonunion employees.

Analysts say big pay increases at
American could push the airline to
the brink of insolvency. American ex-
ecutives are making the same argu-
ment as they urge unions to scale
back demands. “If we don’t exist,
they don’t exist,” says Jeffrey Brund-
age, American’s senior vice presi-
dent for human resources.

The deadlock with pilots has
stalled American’s plan to fly planes
to Beijing from Dallas, which is sub-
ject to the pilots’ approval because it
involves long-distance flights.
Unions also could step up opposition
to possible job cuts from a proposed
trans-Atlantic alliance between
American and British Airways PLC.

Philips records a net loss
Lower volume, prices
hit health-care unit;
company’s sales sag

Moscow court postpones
decision in Telenor case

Source: the company
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By Robin van Daalen

AMSTERDAM—Philips Electron-
ics NV swung to a first-quarter net
loss as its health-care business was
hit by a weak U.S. hospital market.

The Dutch electronics company
said health-care margins more than
halved to 4.3%, hit by lower volumes
and prices of imaging systems in the
U.S., which include magnetic-reso-
nance imaging, or MRI; computed to-
mography, or CT; and X-ray scan-
ning systems.

“Health care was much weaker
than expected, while profits van-
ished in lighting and consumer life-
style posted an operating loss even
higher than expected,” said Didier
Scemama, an analyst at Royal Bank
of Scotland.

The U.S. imaging market has
been in a slump for about a year as
hospitals rein in spending on new
equipment. Outpatient clinics
where many scan and X-rays are
done have also been hurt by changes
to reimbursement levels for Medi-
care patients. The trends have
meant that the U.S is proving less lu-
crative for big medical-equipment
vendors such as General Electric

Co., Seimens AG and Philips.
For the period ended March 31,

Philips reported a net loss of Œ59 mil-
lion ($78.9 million), compared with
a year-earlier net profit of Œ294 mil-
lion. Sales fell 15% to Œ5.08 billion
from Œ5.97 billion.

Philips booked Œ47 million in re-
structuring charges in the latest
quarter after cutting 5,216 jobs. The
latest results also included a Œ30 mil-
lion provision for the recall of mil-
lions of its popular Senseo coffee
maker, announced in the quarterly
report.

Philips said that in some Senseo
machines—produced between 2006
and 2008—a heavy buildup of chalk
together with a sudden surge in
power can cause the machine’s

boiler to burst. The faulty machines
were sold in the Netherlands, Bel-
gium, France, Germany and the U.S.

In recent years, Philips has been
transforming itself from an electron-
ics-manufacturing company into a
technology company focused on life-
style and health to become more re-
silient to economic cycles.

The company’s health-care unit
saw sales rise 18% in the latest quar-
ter thanks to the acquisition of U.S.
health-care company Respironics,
but sales were down 2% on a compa-
rable basis. Consumer-lifestyle
sales dropped 33% amid falling de-
mand, while lighting sales fell 15%,
as the automotive, construction and
original-equipment manufacturing,
or OEM, lighting markets deterio-
rated further.

In an effort to mitigate the effects
of falling demand and lower mar-
gins, Philips said it is stepping up
cost-cutting efforts. The company is
now targeting annual cost savings of
more than Œ500 million by year end,
up from its previous target of Œ400
million. It expects Œ170 million in re-
structuring costs in the second quar-
ter. In Amsterdam, Philips’s shares
rose Tuesday 3.3% to Œ12.63.

“We still believe that earnings
will gradually improve going for-
ward, as Philips started early in ad-
dressing its cost base,” noted ana-
lysts at Sal Oppenheim.
 —Leila Abboud

contributed to this article.

By Andrew Langley

And Will Bland

MOSCOW—A Moscow court Tues-
day postponed an appeal by Telenor
AS to halt a multibillion-dollar dam-
ages claim, technically clearing the
way for bailiffs to sell the Norwegian
telecom group’s stake in Russia’s No.
2 cellular provider, OAO Vimpel Com-
munications.

Telenor had applied for a stay of
execution of the claim, but a judge in
the Moscow Arbitration Court put
off consideration of the application
until April 30, saying representatives
from VimpelCom must attend.

The damages—which total $1.7 bil-
lion—were awarded by a Siberian
court, which ordered Telenor to pay
compensation for delaying Vimpel-
Com’s entry into neighboring
Ukraine five years ago.

Telenor has said it won’t pay the
damages and is appealing them, with
a hearing due in a Siberian court May
26. Meantime, bailiffs in Moscow
have frozen most of Telenor’s shares
in VimpelCom so they can be used as
collateral while Telenor appeals
against the damages.

Telenor said it fears its stake in
VimpelCom could be sold before it
has a chance to appeal to the Siberian
court. The Norwegian company had
hoped that the judge in the arbitra-

tion court would rule the sale of it is
illegal before then. Instead, by ad-
journing until month-end, the Mos-
cow court has made the sale possible.

“Technically the bailiff can still go
ahead with the sale of our Vimpel-
Com shares,” said a spokeswoman
for Telenor. A spokeswoman for the
Federal Bailiff Service, which is re-
sponsible for collecting the damages,
said the service hasn’t seen the
court’s ruling and can’t comment on
the current status of the arrested
shares. “We can’t sell anything. We
can only act on the court’s decisions,”
said the spokeswoman.

The case is the latest in a series of
lawsuits, which state-controlled Tele-
nor alleges have been masterminded
by Russia’s AlfaGroupconglomerate—
its long-standing partner at Vimpel-
Com. It has sparked political ten-
sions between Moscow and Oslo in re-
cent weeks and has fueled concerns
that President Dmitry Medvedev
isn’t following through on pledges to
ensure courts aren’t manipulated by
powerful local business groups.

The suit was filed by Farimex
Products Inc., a British Virgin Islands
company that owns 0.002% of
VimpelCom. Telenor says Alfa is be-
hind Farimex, something both Fa-
rimex and Alfa deny.

 —Daria Solovieva contributed to
this article.
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DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 20.60 $25.35 –0.67 –2.57%
Alcoa AA 32.70 8.93 –0.22 –2.40%
AmExpress AXP 27.00 19.13 –1.33 –6.50%
BankAm BAC 516.00 10.63 –0.39 –3.54%
Boeing BA 4.20 37.18 0.03 0.08%
Caterpillar CAT 8.60 33.00 –0.16 –0.48%
Chevron CVX 9.20 66.73 –1.25 –1.84%
Citigroup C 972.20 4.10 0.30 7.89%
CocaCola KO 5.70 44.10 –0.63 –1.41%
Disney DIS 9.90 19.15 –0.38 –1.95%
DuPont DD 7.20 26.81 0.00 0.00%
ExxonMobil XOM 23.40 67.74 –0.28 –0.41%
GenElec GE 139.70 11.61 –0.52 –4.29%
GenMotor GM 33.20 1.80 0.09 5.26%
HewlettPk HPQ 10.10 34.17 –0.35 –1.01%
HomeDpt HD 10.90 25.43 –0.53 –2.04%
Intel INTC 57.40 16.09 0.11 0.69%
IBM IBM 4.50 99.25 –0.70 –0.70%
JPMorgChas JPM 72.40 31.83 –1.87 –5.55%
JohnsJohns JNJ 15.60 51.67 0.52 1.02%
KftFoods KFT 5.60 22.40 –0.06 –0.27%
McDonalds MCD 5.90 55.03 –1.08 –1.92%
Merck MRK 8.80 25.74 –0.31 –1.19%
Microsoft MSFT 44.40 19.25 –0.34 –1.74%
Pfizer PFE 40.70 13.35 –0.13 –0.96%
ProctGamb PG 10.20 47.32 –0.72 –1.50%
3M MMM 3.20 53.26 –0.09 –0.18%
UnitedTech UTX 3.70 45.69 –0.70 –1.51%
Verizon VZ 12.20 31.27 –0.47 –1.48%
WalMart WMT 12.90 50.95 –0.58 –1.13%

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 27
LAST: 7920.18 t 137.63, or 1.71%

YEAR TO DATE: t 856.21, or 9.8%

OVER 52 WEEKS t 4,442.29, or 35.9%

 Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Follow the markets throughout
the day, with updated stock
quotes, news and commentary
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Europe and Asia.
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WSJ.com/Online Today

Behind Europe’s deals: Bank revenue rankings, European
Behind every IPO, bond offering, merger deal or syndicated loan is one or more investment banks. Here are
investment banks ranked by year-to-date revenues from recent deals.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE
Revenue, Market Equity Debt Mergers &
in millions share capital markets capital markets acquisitions Loans

JPMorgan $490 9.5% 55% 26% 18% 1%

BNP Paribas 328 6.4% 28% 50% 16% 6%

Goldman Sachs 323 6.3% 34% 17% 49% …%

Deutsche Bank 309 6.0% 25% 36% 36% 3%

UBS 286 5.5% 33% 23% 44% …%

Credit Suisse 261 5.1% 28% 47% 25% 1%

Bank of America Merrill Lynch 247 4.8% 28% 24% 47% 2%

RBS 238 4.6% 43% 43% 11% 3%

Citi 219 4.2% 32% 32% 34% 2%

Source: Dealogic

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement... And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

TNT  104 –1 –1 1 Hellenic Rep 167 ... 3 –41

E.ON 78 –1 –2 10 Wendel 1065 ... –16 –99

Eircom  239 –1 –4 –26 Norske Skogindustrier  1169 ... –4 –85

Deutsche Telekom 103 –1 –13 2 Anglo Amern  394 1 –10 –19

Contl 1260 –1 –49 –154 Veolia Environnement 182 1 –2 43

BAE Sys  135 ... 2 6 ACE  111 1 –9 –10

Deutsche Post  76 ... –1 –9 Stena Aktiebolag 1182 1 –12 51

J Sainsbury  91 ... –4 –3 Rallye 1583 1 –37 –18

Henkel AG & Co 94 ... ... –4 Glencore Intl 1243 4 –29 –111

ABN AMRO Bk  138 ... –8 12 Intl Pwr  941 4 –34 –55

Source: Markit Group

Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Tuesday’s best and worst…
Market value, Previous

in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

UBS Switzerland Banks $34.1 13.27 15.39% –55.8% –79.4%

Barclays U.K. Banks 24.4 1.96 10.14 –55.3 –70.1

BNP Paribas France Banks 46.5 38.50 8.93 –41.4 –47.2

ING Groep Netherlands Life Insurance 18.5 6.71 8.28 –72.2 –78.6

AXA France Full Line Insurance 32.1 11.60 7.01 –50.1 –57.7

British Amer Tob U.K. Tobacco $45.1 14.95 –4.78% –21.7 8.6

Tesco U.K. Food Retailers & Whlslrs 37.9 3.24 –2.41 –22.9 –1.0

Sanofi-Aventis France Pharmaceuticals 71.1 40.82 –2.23 –14.1 –45.5

Total France Integrated Oil & Gas 114.2 36.34 –1.94 –26.4 –33.9

Unilever Netherlands Food Products 33.3 14.67 –1.94 –30.2 –21.5

...And the rest of Europe’s blue chips
Latest, Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

Banco Bilbao Vizcaya 40.3 8.12 6.08% –41.1% –50.3%
Spain (Banks)
UniCredit 31.5 1.78 5.95 –61.1 –69.4
Italy (Banks)
Rio Tinto 37.4 25.00 5.89 –58.4 –21.3
U.K. (General Mining)
Soc. Generale 28.4 36.90 4.80 –44.1 –66.7
France (Banks)
Deutsche Bk 29.3 38.69 4.71 –46.6 –58.8
Germany (Banks)
Intesa Sanpaolo 36.6 2.33 4.48 –50.0 –51.1
Italy (Banks)
ArcelorMittal 38.5 20.05 4.13 –62.4 ...
Luxembourg (Iron & Steel)
Assicurazioni Genli 25.9 13.87 3.97 –51.6 –48.7
Italy (Full Line Insurance)
Anglo Amer 28.8 14.43 3.37 –55.8 –41.2
U.K. (General Mining)
L.M. Ericsson Tel B 28.3 77.30 3.34 31.2 –47.2
Sweden (Telecoms Equipment)
Koninklijke Philips 16.3 12.63 3.31 –46.3 –51.9
Netherlands (Consumer Electronics)
BASF 33.8 27.72 3.09 –38.5 –13.8
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
BHP Billiton 48.0 14.45 2.63 –18.4 22.4
U.K. (General Mining)
GDF Suez 70.9 24.40 2.43 –39.4 –13.8
France (Multiutilities)
Banco Santander 72.1 6.67 2.30 –44.8 –38.3
Spain (Banks)
Allianz SE 42.9 71.50 2.13 –43.4 –46.3
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
Nokia 53.1 10.53 1.84 –48.1 –39.3
Finland (Telecoms Equipment)
Siemens 56.5 46.60 1.70 –32.5 –37.5
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
HSBC Hldgs 123.3 4.81 1.53 –34.3 –42.4
U.K. (Banks)
Iberdrola 38.3 5.78 1.40 –39.4 –9.6
Spain (Conventional Electricity)

Daimler 31.6 24.68 0.90% –50.0% –45.9%
Germany (Automobiles)
ABB 34.9 17.15 0.88 –34.7 5.5
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
SAP 47.5 29.25 0.84 –8.4 –35.0
Germany (Software)
Diageo 31.9 7.76 0.45 –26.6 –11.9
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
Astrazeneca 50.3 23.21 0.26 9.4 –20.7
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Credit Suisse Grp 39.5 38.12 0.26 –26.6 –47.6
Switzerland (Banks)
E.ON 61.1 23.04 –0.04 –43.0 –21.2
Germany (Multiutilities)
Royal Dutch Shell 76.0 16.16 –0.46 –30.3 –41.4
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
GlaxoSmithKline 85.8 10.08 –0.59 –5.9 –31.9
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Telefonica 94.0 15.07 –0.59 –19.0 20.5
Spain (Fixed Line Telecoms)
Nestle 131.8 39.30 –0.61 –24.2 2.9
Switzerland (Food Products)
Bayer 37.8 37.35 –0.64 –26.7 12.1
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
Deutsche Telekom 54.4 9.41 –0.79 –15.9 –30.4
Germany (Mobile Telecoms)
ENI 77.7 14.63 –0.88 –36.4 –39.4
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Vodafone Grp 105.6 1.22 –0.90 –19.6 –5.0
U.K. (Mobile Telecoms)
BG Grp 55.6 10.44 –1.04 –18.9 36.7
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Novartis 97.3 42.00 –1.18 –10.5 –41.3
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
France Telecom 57.6 16.63 –1.42 –25.1 –6.6
France (Fixed Line Telecoms)
BP 135.0 4.39 –1.68 –20.6 –37.0
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Roche Hldg Pt. Ct. 91.5 148.70 –1.78 –11.0 –21.3
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group

WSJ.com

Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Merger Arbitrage 0.10% -0.26% 1.4% 2.4% -5.3%
Event Driven -0.78% -0.92% 0.7% 1.5% -26.0%
Distressed Securities -0.39% -3.61% -9.2% -10.7% -40.7%
Equity Market Neutral 0.15% -0.92% -2.1% -2.2% -9.8%
Equity Long/Short 0.36% -0.54% -0.9% -0.4% -14.9%

*Estimates as of 04/13/09, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can
see spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes
below are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average
Europe: 11/1 1.62 101.05% 0.02% 1.87 1.58 1.67

Eur. High Volatility: 11/1 3.28 102.05 0.04 3.89 3.25 3.57

Europe Crossover: 11/1 9.29 101.55 0.10 9.71 8.94 9.23

Asia ex-Japan IG: 11/1 3.10 101.74 0.04 3.84 3.03 3.38

Japan: 11/1 2.96 109.36 0.05 4.33 2.96 3.73

 Note: Data as of April 13

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for 
corporate debt; 
based on Markit 
iTraxx indexes.   

In percentage points
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BLUE CHIPS & BONDS

Major players & benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50, the
biggest and best known companies in Europe,
including the U.K.
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The best always make it seem so effortlessly

elegant. However, horse and rider will never

experience a more demanding test of their

relationship than the one they’ll endure at the
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Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to- Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars) Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk. yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

3.12% 9 World -a % % 164.18 –0.37% –40.8% 5.40% 10 U.S. Select Dividend -b % % 479.89 –1.42% –37.6%

2.83% 14 Global Dow 1046.90 0.98% –31.5% 1478.90 0.84% –42.3% 4.86% 14 Infrastructure 1175.70 0.60% –25.5% 1490.89 0.46% –37.3%

4.10% 16 Stoxx 600 191.00 1.56% –38.3% 189.10 1.94% –48.2% 2.35% 6 Luxury 665.00 2.10% –23.5% 749.92 1.96% –35.6%

4.23% 13 Stoxx Large 200 205.70 1.38% –38.3% 202.53 1.75% –48.3% 1.80% 8 BRIC 50 306.30 2.06% –32.6% 388.36 1.92% –43.3%

3.33% -25 Stoxx Mid 200 172.00 2.07% –37.7% 169.37 2.45% –47.7% 3.99% 10 Africa 50 577.10 0.61% –45.8% 487.19 0.47% –54.4%

3.62% 13 Stoxx Small 200 108.30 3.38% –38.5% 106.62 3.76% –48.4% 5.89% 6 GCC % % 1179.19 –0.11% –59.3%

4.15% 13 Euro Stoxx 210.80 1.36% –40.0% 208.67 1.73% –49.7% 3.79% 9 Sustainability 641.90 0.63% –32.3% 719.20 0.26% –43.1%

4.24% 10 Euro Stoxx Large 200 225.90 1.25% –40.1% 222.30 1.63% –49.7% 2.94% 10 Islamic Market -a % % 1441.07 –0.40% –36.4%

3.73% -15 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 191.60 1.56% –39.7% 188.48 1.94% –49.4% 3.18% 10 Islamic Market 100 1426.20 –0.24% –19.6% 1619.72 –0.61% –32.5%

3.79% 9 Euro Stoxx Small 200 117.90 2.66% –39.9% 115.86 3.04% –49.6% 3.18% 10 Islamic Turkey -c % % % %

6.96% 5 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1114.50 2.42% –52.7% 1264.37 2.80% –60.3% 2.48% 11 DJ U.S. TSM % % 8678.29 –1.04% –35.6%

6.65% 7 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1281.90 2.81% –52.6% 1459.90 3.20% –60.2% % DJ-AIG Commodity 118.50 1.27% –36.1% 114.05 0.79% –46.4%

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note: All data as of 2 p.m. ET. Source: Dow Jones Indexes

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.3737 2.0460 1.2034 0.1683 0.0411 0.2070 0.0138 0.3300 1.8213 0.2445 1.1338 ...

 Canada 1.2117 1.8046 1.0614 0.1485 0.0363 0.1826 0.0122 0.2910 1.6065 0.2157 ... 0.8820

 Denmark 5.6179 8.3670 4.9213 0.6883 0.1683 0.8465 0.0566 1.3494 7.4485 ... 4.6366 4.0896

 Euro 0.7542 1.1233 0.6607 0.0924 0.0226 0.1136 0.0076 0.1812 ... 0.1343 0.6225 0.5490

 Israel 4.1633 6.2006 3.6471 0.5101 0.1247 0.6273 0.0419 ... 5.5199 0.7411 3.4361 3.0307

 Japan 99.2700 147.8478 86.9607 12.1628 2.9731 14.9571 ... 23.8441 131.6171 17.6703 81.9296 72.2636

 Norway 6.6370 9.8848 5.8140 0.8132 0.1988 ... 0.0669 1.5942 8.7997 1.1814 5.4777 4.8314

 Russia 33.3899 49.7292 29.2496 4.0910 ... 5.0309 0.3364 8.0201 44.2700 5.9435 27.5574 24.3062

 Sweden 8.1618 12.1557 7.1497 ... 0.2444 1.2297 0.0822 1.9604 10.8213 1.4528 6.7361 5.9413

 Switzerland 1.1416 1.7002 ... 0.1399 0.0342 0.1720 0.0115 0.2742 1.5135 0.2032 0.9421 0.8310

 U.K. 0.6714 ... 0.5882 0.0823 0.0201 0.1012 0.0068 0.1613 0.8902 0.1195 0.5541 0.4888

 U.S. ... 1.4893 0.8760 0.1225 0.0299 0.1507 0.0101 0.2402 1.3259 0.1780 0.8253 0.7280

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

Reuters Group PLC is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign stock quotations, futures and futures
options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

WSJ.com

Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 403.50 6.25 1.57% 826.00 314.00
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 1030.25 14.50 1.43 1,650.00 779.00
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 534.00 –0.75 –0.14% 1,144.75 447.00
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 83.800 –0.800 –0.95 116.700 78.600
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 2,492 –85 –3.30 3,220 1,932
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 117.50 0.20 0.17 181.60 106.60
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 13.67 –0.10 –0.73 15.99 9.97
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 47.93 –1.05 –2.14 101.50 41.21
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 2,485.00 150 6.42 2,495 1,599
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,797 –45 –2.44 2,023 1,005
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,521 –49 –3.12 2,390 1,425

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 212.85 –1.10 –0.51 372.00 129.95
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 892.00 –3.80 –0.42 1,035.00 476.00
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1276.50 –0.30 –0.02 2,130.00 865.00
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 1,503.00 14.50 0.97 3,340.00 1,288.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 10,925.00 125.00 1.16 25,450.00 9,750.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 4,619.00 124.00 2.76 8,811.00 2,815.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 1,428.50 73.50 5.42 2,944.00 870.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 1,433.50 53.50 3.88 2,360.00 1,065.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 11,495 605 5.56 30,300 9,000

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 52.52 –0.46 –0.87 147.91 40.85
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.4256 0.0031 0.22 4.1425 1.1655
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.4749 –0.0081 –0.55 3.7200 1.0715
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 3.689 0.061 1.68 11.817 3.504
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 0.53 -0.001 –0.19 1.50 0.42
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 4.52 0.16 3.61 13.51 3.68

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Currencies London close on April 14
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 4.8841 0.2047 3.6838 0.2715

Brazil real 2.8943 0.3455 2.1830 0.4581

Canada dollar 1.6065 0.6225 1.2117 0.8253
1-mo. forward 1.6063 0.6226 1.2115 0.8254

3-mos. forward 1.6050 0.6230 1.2106 0.8261
6-mos. forward 1.6026 0.6240 1.2088 0.8273

Chile peso 765.35 0.001307 577.25 0.001732
Colombia peso 3173.16 0.0003151 2393.30 0.0004178

Ecuador US dollar-f 1.3259 0.7542 1 1
Mexico peso-a 17.3574 0.0576 13.0915 0.0764

Peru sol 4.0916 0.2444 3.0860 0.3240
Uruguay peso-e 31.820 0.0314 24.000 0.0417

U.S. dollar 1.3259 0.7542 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 2.85 0.351247 2.15 0.465701

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.8213 0.5490 1.3737 0.7280
China yuan 9.0586 0.1104 6.8323 0.1464

Hong Kong dollar 10.2757 0.0973 7.7503 0.1290
India rupee 65.8947 0.0152 49.7000 0.0201

Indonesia rupiah 14478 0.0000691 10920 0.0000916
Japan yen 131.62 0.007598 99.27 0.010074

1-mo. forward 131.56 0.007601 99.22 0.010078
3-mos. forward 131.41 0.007610 99.11 0.010090

6-mos. forward 131.14 0.007625 98.91 0.010110
Malaysia ringgit-c 4.7552 0.2103 3.5865 0.2788

New Zealand dollar 2.2633 0.4418 1.7071 0.5858
Pakistan rupee 106.466 0.0094 80.300 0.0125

Philippines peso 63.018 0.0159 47.530 0.0210
Singapore dollar 1.9858 0.5036 1.4978 0.6677

South Korea won 1749.46 0.0005716 1319.50 0.0007579
Taiwan dollar 44.568 0.02244 33.615 0.02975
Thailand baht 46.968 0.02129 35.425 0.02823

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7542 1.3259

1-mo. forward 1.0003 0.9997 0.7544 1.3255

3-mos. forward 1.0005 0.9995 0.7546 1.3252

6-mos. forward 1.0005 0.9995 0.7546 1.3252

Czech Rep. koruna-b 26.514 0.0377 19.998 0.0500

Denmark krone 7.4485 0.1343 5.6179 0.1780

Hungary forint 287.78 0.003475 217.05 0.004607

Norway krone 8.7997 0.1136 6.6370 0.1507

Poland zloty 4.2580 0.2349 3.2115 0.3114

Russia ruble-d 44.270 0.02259 33.390 0.02995

Sweden krona 10.8213 0.0924 8.1618 0.1225

Switzerland franc 1.5135 0.6607 1.1416 0.8760

1-mo. forward 1.5129 0.6610 1.1411 0.8764

3-mos. forward 1.5112 0.6617 1.1398 0.8773

6-mos. forward 1.5083 0.6630 1.1376 0.8791

Turkey lira 2.0942 0.4775 1.5795 0.6331

U.K. pound 0.8902 1.1233 0.6714 1.4893

1-mo. forward 0.8902 1.1233 0.6715 1.4893

3-mos. forward 0.8902 1.1233 0.6714 1.4894

6-mos. forward 0.8899 1.1237 0.6712 1.4899

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.4998 2.0007 0.3770 2.6526

Egypt pound-a 7.4768 0.1337 5.6393 0.1773

Israel shekel 5.5199 0.1812 4.1633 0.2402

Jordan dinar 0.9377 1.0664 0.7073 1.4139

Kuwait dinar 0.3861 2.5901 0.2912 3.4341

Lebanon pound 1998.72 0.0005003 1507.50 0.0006634

Saudi Arabia riyal 4.9723 0.2011 3.7503 0.2666

South Africa rand 11.9791 0.0835 9.0350 0.1107

United Arab dirham 4.8699 0.2053 3.6731 0.2723

SDR -f 0.8866 1.1279 0.6687 1.4955

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

 16 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 190.99 2.93 1.56% –3.0% –38.3%

 13 DJ Stoxx 50 1943.40 25.63 1.34 –5.9% –37.1%

 13 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 210.77 2.78 1.34 –5.4% –40.0%

 9 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2278.65 30.76 1.37 –7.1% –38.3%

 6 Austria ATX 1912.32 75.63 4.12 9.2% –51.1%

 12 Belgium Bel-20 1822.32 15.18 0.84 –4.5% –51.9%

 8 Czech Republic PX 845.0 3.3 0.39 –1.5% –44.6%

 11 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 222.97 6.14 2.83 –1.4% –44.4%

 9 Finland OMX Helsinki 5097.90 103.69 2.08 –5.7% –47.1%

 9 France CAC-40 3000.22 26.04 0.88 –6.8% –37.2%

 13 Germany DAX 4557.01 65.89 1.47 –5.3% –30.8%

 … Hungary BUX 12303.21 –379.79 –2.99% 0.5% –44.1%

 5 Ireland ISEQ 2413.88 40.99 1.73 3.0% –59.5%

 7 Italy S&P/MIB 17816 408 2.34 –8.4% –45.6%

 7 Netherlands AEX 235.45 2.61 1.12 –4.3% –48.1%

 6 Norway All-Shares 273.20 10.67 4.06 1.1% –45.8%

 17 Poland WIG 28070.38 52.54 0.19 3.1% –40.3%

 14 Portugal PSI 20 6617.66 55.63 0.85 4.4% –40.0%

 … Russia RTSI 807.61 –7.06 –0.87% 27.8% –61.8%

 8 Spain IBEX 35 8834.8 130.0 1.49% –3.9% –34.1%

 15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 227.97 7.85 3.57 11.6% –26.5%

 10 Switzerland SMI 5099.32 28.72 0.57 –7.9% –29.1%

 … Turkey ISE National 100 28160.81 –286.18 –1.01 4.8% –32.3%

 9 U.K. FTSE 100 3988.99 5.28 0.13 –10.0% –32.5%

 11 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 92.06 1.04 1.14 –1.6% –37.1%

 … Australia SPX/ASX 200 3752.9 81.3 2.21 0.8% –30.5%

 … China CBN 600 21881.44 211.87 0.98 48.2% –23.1%

 13 Hong Kong Hang Seng 15580.16 678.75 4.55 8.3% –34.8%

 13 India Sensex 10967.22 Closed 13.7% –32.1%

 … Japan Nikkei Stock Average 8842.68 –81.75 –0.92 –0.2% –31.9%

 … Singapore Straits Times 1897.02 20.25 1.08 7.7% –37.9%

 11 South Korea Kospi 1342.63 4.37 0.33 19.4% –22.9%

 11 AMERICAS DJ Americas 216.99 –3.82 –1.73 –4.0% –37.5%

 … Brazil Bovespa 45467.74 –524.15 –1.14 21.1% –27.3%

 14 Mexico IPC 21660.20 –178.76 –0.82 –3.2% –31.0%

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of April 14, 2009

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

3.90% 11 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 218.44 0.54% –4.1% –40.0%

3.90% 12 World (Developed Markets) 866.41 0.52% –5.8% –39.7%

3.50% 13 World ex-EMU 102.28 0.46% –5.0% –37.5%

3.70% 13 World ex-UK 871.37 0.47% –5.7% –38.7%

4.90% 10 EAFE 1,134.66 0.79% –8.3% –44.3%

3.90% 9 Emerging Markets (EM) 640.60 0.72% 13.0% –42.0%

5.40% 9 EUROPE 65.61 0.07% –5.5% –38.6%

6.10% 8 EMU 127.00 0.85%–10.6% –49.9%

5.30% 10 Europe ex-UK 72.62 0.06% –6.4% –38.6%

7.00% 7 Europe Value 72.88 0.04% –6.0% –41.4%

4.00% 10 Europe Growth 57.37 0.10% –5.1% –35.7%

5.30% 7 Europe Small Cap 108.59 0.05% 7.6% –42.1%

4.30% 4 EM Europe 185.91 –2.08% 17.1% –51.7%

5.70% 7 UK 1,181.90 0.00%–10.1% –30.4%

4.00% 8 Nordic Countries 98.68 –0.01% 0.6% –44.4%

3.20% 3 Russia 512.43 –2.36% 24.3% –61.1%

4.50% 9 South Africa 575.29 0.00% –0.6% –19.8%

4.70% 10 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 268.80 0.73% 8.7% –40.9%

3.00% 22 Japan 528.07 0.27% –0.4% –31.0%

3.20% 10 China 44.23 0.04% 8.4% –32.0%

1.70% 12 India 430.12 1.48% 16.5% –32.3%

1.90% 10 Korea 361.85 –0.40% 17.9% –23.0%

7.30% 9 Taiwan 214.59 1.24% 23.8% –34.8%

2.90% 17 US BROAD MARKET 941.74 0.21% –4.1% –34.5%

2.40% -48 US Small Cap 1,199.01 0.10% –3.8% –33.2%

3.90% 10 EM LATIN AMERICA 2,530.03 2.33% 21.8% –41.4%

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated stock quotes, news and commentary at
WSJ.com/Europe. Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Online Today
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GM faces crucial deadlines
to avoid bankruptcy filing

AstraZeneca keeps its eye
on possible small deals

China, Total to bid on Venezuela oil

By Russell Gold

Rex Tillerson, chairman and
chief executive of Exxon Mobil
Corp., received a 10% raise in 2008,
a year in which the oil company re-
ported a record-setting profit but
saw its stock price drop 15%.

Mr. Tillerson received a com-
pensation package valued at $23.9
million, according to the compa-
ny’s proxy filing, which was re-
leased Monday.

Word of the raise came after a
year in which Exxon, the largest U.S.
oil company, recorded the highest
profit of any corporation to
date—$45.2 billion—as oil prices
soared in the first half of the year. But
when oil prices swooned late in the
year, so did the company’s shares.

Mr. Tillerson, who has been chair-
man and CEO of the Irving, Texas,
company since 2006, received $1.87
million in salary, which is to rise a
further 10% to $2.06 million this
year. He also received a $4 million
bonus, half in cash and half deferred
pending future corporate earnings.

He got stock grants valued at
$17.6 million in late November,
which are restricted for five to 10
years. And he received additional
compensation, such as life insur-
ance, personal security and per-
sonal use of company planes, valued
at $446,000.

Mr. Tillerson’s stewardship of
the company has drawn mixed re-
views.

Admirers say that Exxon was bet-
ter prepared for the drop in oil

prices than its peers because it
didn’t make big bets when prices
were high last year. “He deserves ev-
ery penny he is getting,” says Phillip
Verleger, a professor in the Univer-
sity of Calgary business school.

But Matthew Simmons, a Hous-
ton-based investment banker, was
critical of the salary, pointing out
that Exxon’s large profit came
mostly from the enormous runup in
the price of oil—which Exxon execu-
tives including Mr. Tillerson often
said they couldn’t control.

“The only reason that all of big
oil had such record profits is they
were all totally wrong on their fore-
cast of oil prices,” he said. “Is that
really grounds to say we should
raise salaries?”

Last year, Mr. Tillerson’s leader-
ship of Exxon also came under fire
from a high-profile group of share-
holder activists: the Rockefeller fam-
ily, descendents of the founder of
Standard Oil.

A shareholder proposal last year
to create an independent chairman,
effectively stripping Mr. Tillerson of
one of his titles, received 39.5% of
the vote. The proposal is back on the
ballot this year; Exxon’s board rec-
ommends voting against it.

Mr. Tillerson’s compensation
package topped that of Chevron
Corp. Chairman and CEO David
O’Reilly, who received 2008 compen-
sation valued at $13.8 million.

This was 12% less than in 2007, as
Mr. O’Reilly saw performance-
linked compensation slide.

Mr. O’Reilly received fewer stock
options and fewer shares granted to
him under a Chevron performance
program. Among the reasons Mr.
O’Reilly’s pay fell was that the board
determined that the company didn’t
perform as well versus its peers in
2008—it slipped a rank in total
shareholder return—and lowered a
multiplier used to determine annual
cash incentives to senior executives.

Exxon chief’s pay rises
Tillerson earned
$23.9 million in ’08
amid record profits

The 2008 pay package for Exxon CEO Rex Tillerson, above, totaled $23.9 million.

CORPORATE NEWS

By Peter Loftus

AstraZeneca PLC, steering clear
ofthe recent wave of large-scale acqui-
sitions in the pharmaceutical indus-
try, is sizing up potential purchases of
smaller European drug makers.

Chief Executive David Brennan
said in an interview that the U.K.
drug maker will take a look at “some
smaller companies that appear to be
coming up for sale in Europe.”

Mr. Brennan didn’t identify tar-
gets but noted there were a few Euro-
pean drug companies in the Œ3 bil-
lion to Œ5 billion range (roughly $4
billion to $6.6 billion) that could be
on the block.

AstraZeneca, which makes Cre-
stor cholesterol-lowering pills and
the antipsychotic Seroquel, has
largely stayed on the sidelines this
year as Pfizer Inc. agreed to buy Wy-
eth and Merck & Co. snatched up
Schering-Plough Corp. in deals in-
tended to lessen the pain of patent ex-
pirations for top-selling drugs.

Mr. Brennan reiterated that he
has no interest in being a party to
such megamergers. “I don’t believe
scale beyond a certain level conveys
an advantage from an innovation
perspective,” he said. “I believe
we’re above that threshold level.”

One smaller European operation
that could be coming up for sale is
Solvay SA’s pharmaceutical unit,
for which the Belgian company is
considering options.

Mr. Brennan was coy about As-
traZeneca’s intentions for the
Solvay unit, saying, “I don’t know
whether they’re coming on the

block or not.” He added that
Solvay’s recent statement about
considering options for the unit
“sounds like a fishing expedition.

“We have an obligation to look at
everything, but every company in
the industry does the same thing, so
we’re in no better or worse posi-
tion,” Mr. Brennan said.

Mr. Brennan said smaller drug
makers “haven’t been able to sus-
tain their portfolio in a way that
keeps them in growth mode” and
they need larger scale to compete.

He said he expects any deal Astra-
Zeneca strikes to strengthen its late-
stage research pipeline in the com-
pany’s priority disease categories.
But there aren’t many companies fit-
ting that criteria, he added. Astra-
Zeneca’s focus areas are cancer; car-
diovascular, respiratory, inflamma-
tion and gastrointestinal problems;
infections; and neuroscience.

Some analysts have speculated
AstraZeneca itself could be a take-
over target, but Mr. Brennan played
down that possibility.

“Would we put the company up
for sale? The answer is no,” he said.
At this point, AstraZeneca has no in-
terest in pursuing deals to diversify
beyond prescription drugs, Mr. Bren-
nan said, the way some rivals have.
He said the company’s expertise is
in drugs for people, not other busi-
nesses such as consumer health-
care or animal health.

AstraZeneca could continue to
add to its lineup through license deals
and partnerships. “I think collabora-
tion is a more likely path for us than
consolidation,” Mr. Brennan said.

By Simon Hall

BEIJING—China, Venezuela and
France’s Total SA are in advanced
negotiations on a three-way multi-
billion-dollar oil production and re-
fining venture, people close to the
negotiations said Tuesday.

The talks are another example
of China’s increasingly active role
on the global oil stage and follow
Royal Dutch Shell PLC’s confirma-
tion Tuesday that it is discussing a
joint bid with Chinese oil compa-
nies for an Iraqi oil-field contract.

Senior officials from state-
owned Petróleos de Venezuela
SA, China National Petroleum
Corp. and Total are to meet in Cara-
cas in May to discuss a 20-year
pact to send 200,000 barrels a day

of Venezuelan oil to China, possi-
bly starting in 2013, with volumes
rising after that.

The people close to the talks
said the plan involves CNPC-Total
bidding for one of the Carabobo oil
blocks in the Orinoco basin that
Venezuela has offered to foreign in-
vestors. Under the proposals,
heavy Venezuelan crude will first
be processed at a so-called up-
grader unit in Venezuela, to be
built by Total, then shipped to
China to be made into products
like gasoline and diesel for the do-
mestic market.

A CNPC official who declined to
be identified said the Carabobo oil
will be processed in a joint-venture
CNPC-PdVSA refinery to be built in
Guangdong in southern China.

Total declined Tuesday to dis-
cuss details of planned bids, but a
spokeswoman for the company in
Paris noted that Total has exten-
sive links with China and con-
firmed that “we are in discussions
with CNPC on a variety of projects.”

A deal would help cash-strapped
Venezuela develop its oil reserves,
trim dependency on the U.S. as the
main buyer of its oil and allow energy-
hungry China to reinforce ties with a
nation sitting on huge oil reserves.

It would also cement Total’s rela-
tions with Chinese state companies
as it is waiting for approval for a ma-
jor gas project in China. Addition-
ally, it would let Total enhance ties
with Venezuela, which took a beat-
ing when President Hugo Chávez na-

tionalized much of the petroleum
sector two years ago.

The plan shows China may be
ready to trade access to its energy
markets for expertise gained by ven-
tures with international oil majors.

Shell, meanwhile, hopes a joint
bid with China’s two biggest state-
owned oil companies to develop
the Kirkuk oil field in northern Iraq
will make it easier to get Beijing’s
backing for Shell to join a gas
project inside China, according to
people familiar with the situation.

CNPC’s spokesman and PdVSA in
China weren’t available to comment.

Total has a stake in a refinery in
northeastern China, the first Sino-
foreign oil-refining joint venture,
and is waiting for the Chinese gov-
ernment’s go-ahead on a joint-ven-
ture development of part of the
Sulige gas field, one of the most re-
source-rich areas in China, where it
would work with CNPC’s listed unit
PetroChina. Final approvals likely
won’t come until late 2009, said one
person involved with the project.

Under the Venezuela plan, ac-
cording to a person close to the ne-
gotiations, CNPC and Total are con-
sidering paying the Venezuelan gov-
ernment just over $1 billion. They
would have the rights to 40% of the
heavy oil they produce from the Car-
abobo block, with PdVSA entitled
to the other 60%. They would also
have to shoulder exploration and
production costs, the person said.
 —Jing Yang

contributed to this article.
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By Sharon Terlep

DETROIT—The interim chair-
man of General Motors Corp. ac-
knowledged Tuesday that the auto
maker is running out of time to
reach a deal with stakeholders and
the federal government to restruc-
ture outside of bankruptcy.

Kent Kresa said the GM board re-
mains convinced that an out-of-
court restructuring is the preferred
option, but several looming dead-
lines could impinge on that goal.

“The times are very, very short,”
Mr. Kresa said in an interview.

Mr. Kresa was installed at the end
of March after Chairman and Chief Ex-
ecutive Rick Wagoner was ousted by
the White House, which also handed
GM a June 1 deadline to revise its re-
structuring plan or face bankruptcy.

“This is a very difficult thing to
do,” added Mr. Kresa. “We have some
deadlines rapidly approaching and
the probabilities are decreasing we
can do [this] outside of bankruptcy.”

GM faces a Friday deadline to
launch a debt-for-equity swap with
bondholders that would eliminate
much of the company’s debt. A deal
with bondholders would be needed
by then to have the swap under way in
time for an impending bond payment.

The government also is pressing
fora resolution to talks involving bank-
rupt car-parts maker Delphi Corp., a
former unit of GM that may be forced
to liquidate if it can’t secure more
funding to continue functioning in
Chapter 11 bankruptcy, Mr. Kresa said.

GM is surviving on $13.4 billion
in U.S. government loans, and Mr.
Kresa said GM will need another in-
fusion “very shortly.”

The chairman said GM would wel-
come the government’s willingness
to let the car maker pay off some of
the loans with GM stock. “Certainly,
that would be helpful,” he said. But
any plan that would leave the U.S.
government with an ownership
stake in GM could be controversial.

The company was able to delay a
request for more U.S. funding in
March, but continues to burn cash
as car sales globally remain weak.

Mr. Kresa said talks this week in
Detroit with the White House auto
task force have focused on seeking
an agreement on what market as-
sumptions GM should use in its revi-
talization plan. GM believes the as-
sumptions it laid out Feb. 17 will hold
up, but is still working to make that
case to the task force, Mr. Kresa said.

President Barack Obama on
March 30 shot down GM’s restructur-
ing plan as too slow and small in
scope. The auto maker is working on
a new plan but also is crafting a bank-
ruptcy option should its revamping ef-
forts fail. The White House said it
would provide GM with enough fund-
ing to continue operating until June 1.

Along with cutting a deal with
bondholders to swap billions in debt
for shares, GM is required by the
Obama auto team to reach deep con-
cessions from the United Auto Work-
ers. Talks with the bondholders and
union have stalled as each side de-
mands more sacrifice from the other.
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n LLOYD GEORGE MANAGEMENT (HK) LTD
Suite 3808, One Exchange Square, HK: Tel. 852 2845 4433 Fax. 852 2845 3911
LG Antenna GL EQ BMU 04/03 USD 37.95 11.2 –41.6 –20.8
LG Asian Plus AS EQ CYM 04/03 USD 38.64 2.2 –44.6 –18.4
LG Asian SmallerCo's AS EQ BMU 04/09 USD 58.35 5.8 –52.4 –38.5
LG India EA EQ MUS 04/02 USD 31.31 –1.9 –51.9 –23.8
Siberian Investment Co OT OT IRL 02/27 USD 22.58 39.1 –70.6 –45.3

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI OT OT SVN 04/10 EUR 20.96 –20.1 –61.2 –51.0
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 04/10 EUR 21.53 10.2 –38.5 –31.3

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Basteja Blvd. 14, Riga, LV-1050, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810

Eastern European Bond Fund OT OT LVA 04/09 USD 9.66 10.8 –30.6 –14.3
Parex Caspian Sea Eq EU EQ LVA 04/09 EUR 2.41 14.8 –72.5 –50.8
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 04/09 USD 9.66 10.8 –30.6 –14.3
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 04/09 USD 11.89 37.3 –60.7 –31.8

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 04/14 USD 116.83 5.4 –44.8 –20.2
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 04/14 USD 111.86 5.1 –45.4 –20.9
PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 04/08 USD 259.42 –9.0 –20.8 –5.1
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 04/08 CHF 123.94 0.0 1.1 1.5
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 04/08 CHF 93.55 0.0 1.1 1.5
PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 04/08 USD 83.94 3.2 –29.9 –14.9
PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 165.06 23.6 –58.8 –39.2
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts LC-Pca GL EQ LUX 04/14 USD 105.33 13.1 –49.3 –22.3
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 04/14 USD 342.30 12.5 –48.9 –22.6
PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 71.81 –6.1 –40.2 –28.2
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 04/08 EUR 369.34 –1.1 2.0 0.2
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 04/08 EUR 281.06 –1.1 2.0 0.2
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 04/08 EUR 124.50 –0.3 –4.5 –3.3
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 04/08 EUR 87.53 –0.3 –4.5 –3.3
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 04/08 EUR 96.55 7.1 –28.4 –20.1
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 04/08 EUR 55.97 7.1 –28.4 –20.1
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 04/08 EUR 135.29 0.5 3.2 3.3
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 04/08 EUR 97.50 0.5 3.2 3.2
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 04/08 EUR 102.21 0.3 NS NS
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 04/08 EUR 100.85 0.3 NS NS
PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 292.57 –4.4 –42.5 –32.2
PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 94.19 –6.9 –41.4 –31.5
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 04/08 USD 201.10 6.2 –0.9 1.4
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 04/08 USD 136.81 6.2 –0.9 1.4
PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 04/14 USD 239.14 12.4 –36.7 –10.8
PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 04/09 USD 198.38 3.5 –48.1 –18.1
PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 04/14 JPY 8140.92 –0.1 –32.3 –29.1
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 04/14 JPY 7138.24 –2.2 –35.4 –33.7
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 04/14 JPY 6955.17 –2.4 –35.8 –34.2
PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 04/14 JPY 3916.53 –0.2 –31.4 –30.7
PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 04/14 USD 172.66 9.1 –38.7 –20.6
PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 04/08 CHF 688.97 –0.1 –12.9 –11.0
PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 42.60 –3.5 –34.9 –29.0
PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca OT OT LUX 04/08 USD 29.86 30.7 –67.4 NS
PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 04/08 USD 73.73 3.2 –23.7 –16.5
PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 324.62 –0.5 –41.1 –31.3
PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 04/08 USD 78.42 –4.0 –34.0 –19.3
PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 04/08 USD 66.57 –8.2 –38.5 –23.2
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pca US BD LUX 04/08 USD 517.55 –2.4 6.4 7.3
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 04/08 USD 379.77 –2.4 6.4 7.3
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 04/08 USD 130.51 0.3 1.8 2.9
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 04/08 USD 85.22 0.2 1.8 2.9

PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 04/08 USD 101.47 0.2 NS NS
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 04/08 USD 100.76 0.2 NS NS
PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 97.54 –5.3 –28.8 –21.0
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 04/14 USD 153.66 –6.8 –4.1 6.0
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 04/14 USD 127.19 –6.8 –4.1 6.0
PTF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca OT OT LUX 04/08 USD 36.76 –11.4 NS NS

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 04/09 USD 8.94 14.0 –26.0 –21.3
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 04/14 USD 13.30 –9.5 –17.5 –14.8

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 02/27 USD 124.72 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 02/27 USD 6.04 –10.5 –62.1 –32.9
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 02/27 USD 126.56 0.2 14.9 9.9
Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 02/27 USD 173.77 –2.9 –18.6 –5.2
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 02/27 USD 14.22 2.2 –4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A EU EQ CYM 12/31 USD 309.60 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 02/27 USD 164.46 –0.8 –3.2 2.4

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: 521-3479 Fax: 521-3478 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 04/08 USD 63.07 9.3 –44.9 –20.9

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 04/09 EUR 513.91 –8.8 –39.3 NS
Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 04/09 EUR 608.51 –7.5 NS NS
Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 04/09 EUR 1086.74 –4.0 –11.4 –7.7
Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 04/09 EUR 1155.13 –3.8 –10.8 –7.1
Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 04/09 EUR 864.11 1.9 –43.3 –36.3
Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 04/09 EUR 921.59 2.1 –43.0 –36.0
Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 04/09 EUR 473.34 –4.7 –41.9 NS
Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 04/09 EUR 677.29 –4.6 –41.5 –30.4
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 04/09 EUR 1199.59 0.2 –6.6 –3.5
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 04/09 EUR 1267.76 0.4 –6.0 –2.9
Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 04/09 EUR 996.92 1.7 2.5 –2.6
Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 04/09 EUR 1056.71 1.8 3.1 –2.0
Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 04/09 USD 597.77 –10.3 –52.0 –36.5
Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 04/09 USD 613.59 –10.2 –51.7 –36.1
Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 04/08 EUR 531.25 –15.3 –53.4 –38.8
Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 04/08 GBP 49.81 –16.0 –53.6 –38.3
Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 04/09 EUR 1189.99 5.3 –19.3 –11.2
Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 04/09 EUR 1267.78 5.4 –18.9 –10.7
Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 04/09 JPY 10371.00 0.3 –33.8 –30.7
Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 04/09 JPY 11005.00 0.5 –33.4 –30.3
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 04/09 USD 1359.13 5.7 –42.8 –21.6
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 04/09 USD 1444.14 5.8 –42.4 –21.2
Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 04/09 EUR 686.61 –4.5 –41.6 –30.6
Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 04/09 EUR 728.76 –4.3 –41.3 –30.2
US Equity A US EQ IRL 04/09 USD 661.68 –1.1 –37.4 –22.0
US Equity B US EQ IRL 04/09 USD 705.40 –0.9 –37.0 –21.6
US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 04/09 USD 961.06 –4.4 –37.0 –25.3
US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 04/09 USD 1025.15 –4.3 –36.6 –24.9

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se
SEB Fund 1
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 04/14 SEK 59.63 –0.9 –38.1 –30.6
Choice Japan Fd JP EQ LUX 04/14 JPY 44.34 –1.4 –31.9 –31.5
Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 04/14 JPY 44.29 –1.1 –41.1 –32.5
Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 04/14 USD 2.94 5.0 –38.5 –23.0
Europe 2 Fd EU EQ LUX 04/14 EUR 0.68 –1.3 –42.1 –33.5
Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 2.90 –5.1 –46.0 –34.3
Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 04/14 EUR 0.47 –0.1 –30.2 –25.7
Global Fd GL EQ LUX 04/14 USD 1.57 –5.4 –41.4 –26.2
Intl Mixed Fd -C- NO BA LUX 04/14 USD 21.51 –6.4 –32.9 –17.9
Intl Mixed Fd -D- NO BA LUX 04/14 USD 15.18 –6.4 –32.9 –16.8
Wireless Fd OT EQ LUX 04/14 EUR 0.11 16.2 –25.7 –20.0

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan Fd AS EQ LUX 04/14 USD 5.01 10.6 –37.6 –18.4
Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 04/14 EUR 10.65 –2.4 5.2 NS
Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 04/14 EUR 10.59 –2.5 4.8 2.4
Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 04/14 SEK 102.88 –2.6 4.9 NS
Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 04/14 SEK 114.86 –2.5 4.8 2.4
Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 04/14 SEK 6.54 2.5 –19.6 NS
Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 04/14 EUR 52.20 4.6 –40.7 NS
Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 04/14 NOK 57.20 4.6 –40.7 NS
Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 04/14 SEK 60.32 4.6 –40.7 NS

n SEB Fund 3
Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 04/09 USD 1.34 –3.7 –38.9 –24.6
Ethical Global Fd GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 0.57 –7.7 –42.9 –27.4
Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 04/14 SEK 32.66 13.6 –19.1 –18.7
Europe Fd EU EQ LUX 04/14 USD 1.52 –1.9 –33.2 –27.9
Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 04/14 SEK 13.05 –0.2 2.3 3.9
Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 04/14 USD 2.56 –10.8 –25.2 –17.7
Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 04/14 SEK 9.23 0.7 2.8 3.0
Technology Fd OT EQ LUX 04/14 USD 1.79 15.1 –26.1 –14.2
World Fd NO BA LUX 04/14 USD 1.64 –1.1 –37.2 –17.9

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR EU MM LUX 04/14 EUR 1.27 0.0 1.4 1.8
Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 04/14 SEK 21.80 1.1 2.8 3.0
Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 04/14 USD 2.49 –0.4 0.9 2.3

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 04/09 SEK 9.87 –1.9 –4.0 –1.2
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 04/09 SEK 8.86 –1.9 –4.0 –1.2
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 04/14 SEK 24.81 –1.6 –3.9 –1.1
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 04/14 SEK 8.27 –1.6 –3.9 –1.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 04/09 SEK 10.97 1.5 3.4 3.3
Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 04/09 SEK 10.29 1.5 3.4 3.3
Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 04/14 SEK 21.48 1.5 3.3 3.2
Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 04/14 SEK 8.93 1.5 3.3 3.2
Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 04/14 SEK 41.80 0.6 8.8 5.9
Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 04/14 SEK 12.54 0.6 7.6 5.3
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 04/14 EUR 1.07 –2.2 –9.7 –5.3
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 04/14 EUR 0.84 –2.2 –10.1 –5.5
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 04/14 SEK 10.36 –3.6 –14.8 –7.5
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 04/14 SEK 8.14 –3.6 –14.6 –7.4
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 04/14 EUR 105.55 1.6 5.8 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 04/14 EUR 105.11 1.5 5.4 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 12/17 SEK 121.91 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 04/14 SEK 1140.48 1.5 5.4 NS
Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 04/14 SEK 21.19 1.5 6.2 4.5
Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 04/14 SEK 11.99 1.5 6.2 4.5

n SEB Global Hedge
Global Hedge I SEK -C- OT OT LUX 04/14 SEK 78.02 –2.6 –22.0 –14.8
Global Hedge I SEK -D- OT OT LUX 04/14 SEK 71.30 –2.6 –24.2 –16.0

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 04/14 USD 1.75 13.9 –41.5 –15.9

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 04/14 SEK 20.67 23.2 –21.7 –19.9
Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 04/14 EUR 762.13 –0.1 –45.0 –35.3

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
Email: am@tni.ae Tel:+971 2 619 2300
MENA Real Estate Acc Fund OT OT ARE 04/02 USD 881.40 –6.2 –51.9 –13.6
UAE Blue Chip Fund Acc OT OT ARE 04/09 AED 4.97 8.4 –57.0 –17.8

n WWW.SGAM.COM
SGAM FUND
Bonds ConvEurope A OT OT LUX 04/09 EUR 27.50 –3.0 –5.8 –0.5
Bonds Eur Corp A OT OT LUX 04/08 EUR 21.14 2.0 –2.7 –2.6
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A OT OT LUX 04/08 EUR 13.94 4.9 –28.6 –20.8
Bonds EURO A OT OT LUX 04/09 EUR 39.44 –0.1 4.9 3.7
Bonds Europe A OT OT LUX 04/08 EUR 37.75 –0.3 4.9 2.8
Bonds US MtgBkSec A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 24.60 –4.0 7.5 0.5
Bonds US OppsCoreplus A OT OT LUX 04/08 USD 32.57 3.3 1.2 4.2
Bonds World A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 37.38 –6.1 –7.3 4.8
Eq. China A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 15.90 6.4 –35.8 –12.6
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA OT OT LUX 04/09 EUR 19.66 –4.6 –42.9 –31.9
Eq. Eastern Europe A OT OT LUX 04/09 EUR 15.75 19.2 –57.1 –36.6

Eq. Equities Global Energy OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 13.72 –3.8 –46.1 –17.1
Eq. Euroland A OT OT LUX 04/09 EUR 8.32 –9.2 –41.6 –30.8
Eq. Euroland MidCapA OT OT LUX 04/09 EUR 14.18 –1.5 –45.8 –34.5
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT OT LUX 04/09 EUR 13.80 0.5 –36.5 –23.4
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT OT LUX 04/09 EUR 7.92 –6.0 –51.0 –38.7
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 6.51 8.9 –47.6 –20.8
Eq. Global A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 19.96 –5.1 –42.1 –26.8
Eq. Global Technol A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 4.46 22.2 –24.4 –21.0
Eq. Gold Mines A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 21.05 0.7 –33.5 –11.5
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A OT OT LUX 04/09 JPY 859.65 –5.1 –33.2 –39.5
Eq. Japan Target A OT OT LUX 11/26 JPY 1485.42 –8.1 –18.7 –22.7
Eq. Pacific A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 6.50 1.9 –44.4 –20.5
Eq. US ConcenCore A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 17.42 7.3 –26.4 –15.3
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 11.57 7.3 –38.1 –21.9
Eq. US Mid Cap A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 21.58 7.7 –38.6 –18.7
Eq. US Multi Strg A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 16.06 0.5 –39.5 –25.4
Eq. US Rel Val A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 15.13 –2.6 –42.6 –30.0
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 11.97 –7.5 –46.5 –34.3
Eq. US Value Opp A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 12.40 –4.3 –45.9 –33.6
Money Market EURO A OT OT LUX 04/09 EUR 27.28 0.6 3.7 3.9
Money Market USD A OT OT LUX 04/09 USD 15.80 0.3 2.1 3.4

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com
YMR-N Series
YMR-N Growth Fund OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 8059.00 –6.3 –39.4 –36.4
YMR-N Japan Fund OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 9233.00 –2.2 –34.3 –32.2
YMR-N Low Price Fund OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 12247.00 –5.7 –32.7 –33.6
YMR-N Small Cap Fund OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 5664.00 –11.7 –40.2 –39.2

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 Excellent JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 4134.00 –1.6 –41.9 –35.2
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 5836.00 –1.1 –37.5 –32.4
Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 5567.00 –5.9 –41.6 –37.5
Yuki 77 Income AS EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 4839.00 –5.4 –32.2 NS

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 6097.00 –2.3 –35.7 –33.6
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 4613.00 –9.8 –41.3 –35.6
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 7439.00 –9.2 –30.0 –30.4
Yuki Chugoku JpnPurGth OT OT IRL 02/09 JPY 3989.00 –14.7 –45.6 –38.5

n Yuki Daishi Series
Yuki Daishi General JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 6400.00 –5.5 –39.9 –34.9

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 4202.00 –7.6 –41.9 –34.9
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 4859.00 –8.0 –32.8 –31.2
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 4152.00 –11.8 –40.6 NS

n Yuki Mizuho Series
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 3952.00 –7.0 –46.1 –37.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 4200.00 –6.5 –45.8 –40.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 5912.00 –3.1 –42.0 –35.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 7840.00 –2.3 –34.9 –33.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 5805.00 –7.1 –37.7 –36.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 7303.00 –8.2 –34.5 –31.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 4708.00 –5.5 –36.9 –33.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 10756.00 –5.1 –28.8 –29.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 7171.00 –6.1 –42.1 –36.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 5503.00 –10.3 –42.9 –38.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 5107.00 –1.7 –33.6 –31.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo OT OT IRL 04/14 JPY 2268.00 –5.0 –45.9 –47.6

n Yuki Nishi Nippon City Japan Series
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty General JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 4421.00 –1.8 –43.5 –36.2
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty PurGthJp JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 4156.00 –4.8 –40.9 –36.3

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 04/14 JPY 4974.00 –2.5 –36.2 –32.9

Continued from previous page

n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Global Inv I OT OT VGB 02/27 USD 34.46 –10.3 –1.0 5.6

n CAPITAL MANAGEMENT ADVISORS
Phone Number: +1 441 295 59 29
CMA Dynamic OT OT BHS 02/27 USD 1358.87 0.5 4.1 5.9

CMA MultHdge Arbtrge OT OT CYM 02/27 USD 1754.53 0.8 –9.5 –2.5

CMA MultHdge Balncd OT OT CYM 02/27 USD 1252.68 0.4 4.8 5.8

CMA MultHdge Growth OT OT CYM 02/27 USD 1713.10 2.7 7.0 6.4

CMA MultiHdge Lvrgd OT OT CYM 02/27 USD 995.18 –0.3 1.6 6.7

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 01/31 EUR 98.75 0.3 –21.6 –9.0

D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 01/30 EUR 1001.61 0.6 –24.2 –12.3

n HARMONY CAPITAL
email: info@harmonycapitalfund.com
Harmony Cap Ltd A USD OT OT BMU 01/30 USD 2057.10 –0.5 –5.2 –4.7

Harmony Cap Ltd B EUR OT OT BMU 01/30 EUR 1990.70 –0.8 –4.6 –4.9

Harmony Cap Ltd D USD OT OT BMU 01/30 USD 1178.50 –0.5 –5.6 –5.1

Harmony Cap Ltd E EUR OT OT BMU 01/30 USD 1145.50 –0.8 –4.8 –5.2

Harmony Cap Ltd F GBP OT OT BMU 01/30 GBP 1002.20 –0.6 –4.0 –4.0

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 03/27 USD 521.44 NS –66.2 –42.6

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 02/27 EUR 228.29 6.3 22.4 38.0

Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 02/27 USD 233.26 6.3 20.5 38.6

Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 02/27 EUR 227.03 8.5 17.0 26.1

Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 02/27 USD 227.03 4.4 11.5 24.0

Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 02/27 USD 506.15 2.8 24.8 33.0

Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 02/27 USD 506.15 2.8 24.8 33.0

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
HSBC Absolute Companies
Euro Absolute OT OT GGY 09/30 GBP 1.43 –12.1 –12.2 –0.7

Euro Absolute EUR OT OT GGY 09/30 EUR 2.01 –12.3 –12.6 –2.2

Global Absolute OT OT GGY 03/20 GBP 0.95 1.2 NS NS

Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 03/20 USD 1.78 1.0 NS NS

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 03/20 EUR 72.98 –4.4 NS NS

Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 03/20 EUR 68.71 –4.3 NS NS

Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 03/20 USD 77.35 –4.2 NS NS

Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 03/20 USD 76.14 –4.3 NS NS

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 122.04 2.3 NS NS

GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 03/20 CHF 101.40 1.6 NS NS

GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 110.61 1.9 NS NS

GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 03/20 GBP 120.35 2.1 NS NS

GH Fund Inst EUR OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 89.70 7.5 NS NS

GH Fund Inst JPY OT OT JEY 03/20 JPY 8576.69 2.0 NS NS

GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 101.02 2.4 NS NS

GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 03/20 EUR 115.56 2.2 NS NS

GH FUND S GBP OT OT JEY 03/20 GBP 120.24 2.2 NS NS

GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 03/20 USD 135.13 2.4 NS NS

GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 12/31 USD 243.74 –16.6 –16.6 –2.8

Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 126.63 2.2 NS NS

Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 03/20 USD 101.33 3.9 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 03/20 CHF 85.69 2.0 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 92.59 2.5 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 03/20 GBP 99.99 3.2 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb Inst USD OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 98.01 –0.8 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 03/20 EUR 98.10 2.5 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 03/20 GBP 102.93 3.2 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 03/20 USD 111.62 3.1 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 03/20 USD 173.55 2.8 NS NS

n HSBC Uni-folio
Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 107.54 0.4 NS NS

Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 91.49 3.2 NS NS

Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 166.53 2.8 NS NS

Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 144.01 2.6 NS NS

Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 80.61 2.6 NS NS

Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 114.20 –0.9 NS NS

Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 120.49 –1.3 NS NS

Japan AdvantEdge JPY OT OT JEY 03/20 JPY 7742.97 –4.2 NS NS

Japan AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 90.16 –4.2 NS NS

Lvgd Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 86.23 0.4 NS NS

Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 03/20 USD 147.99 –2.4 NS NS

Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 03/20 EUR 134.84 –2.0 NS NS

Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 03/20 GBP 142.04 –2.4 NS NS

US AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 104.83 2.5 NS NS

n INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, TEL: +44 (0)20 75149200

Email: contact@integratedai.com - Website: www.integratedai.com

Altipro OT OT FRA 03/31 EUR 189.94 –22.8 –25.1 –12.0

Integrated Dir Trading EUR OT OT CYM 01/30 EUR 104.89 2.9 –1.1 7.0

Integrated Emg Markets EUR OT OT CYM 01/30 EUR 69.49 –2.4 –30.2 –15.0

Integrated European EUR OT OT CYM 01/30 EUR 149.76 0.5 3.5 0.3

Integrated Event Driven EUR OT OT CYM 01/30 EUR 82.99 1.4 –20.2 –8.9

Integrated Lg/Sh Sel F EUR OT OT CYM 01/30 EUR 86.33 0.8 –10.3 –3.1

Integrated MultSt B EUR OT OT VGB 01/30 EUR 116.51 3.2 –15.1 –5.6

Integrated Relative Value EUR OT OT CYM 01/30 EUR 90.62 1.1 –10.2 –3.0

n KREDIETBANK LUXEMBOURG

www.kbl.lu Fax : +352 47 97 73 911

KBL SPOP Investing OT OT LUX 09/30 EUR 1902.24 –13.7 –12.4 0.9

KBL SPOP Investing OT OT LUX 09/30 USD 1829.54 –14.3 –12.7 1.6

n MERIDEN GROUP

Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com

Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 04/03 USD 209.49 9.0 –71.9 –49.0

Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 04/03 USD 289.44 –0.1 –84.0 –54.2

Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 04/08 EUR 84.46 –3.0 –20.7 –11.8

Meriden Protective Div OT OT AND 11/24 EUR 78.88 –2.8 NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 01/30 USD 1220.59 NS –14.9 –4.7

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 04/07 USD 72.48 –13.0 28.4 31.8
Superfund GCT USD* OT OT LUX 04/07 USD 3243.00 –11.2 19.6 17.2
Superfund Gold A (SPC) OT OT CYM 04/07 USD 1058.91 –8.9 4.6 23.3
Superfund Gold B (SPC) OT OT CYM 04/07 USD 1183.79 –12.2 6.4 26.9
Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 04/07 EUR 8182.00 –6.6 16.0 15.3

n WEAVERING CAPITAL
www.weaveringcapital.com chas.dabhia@weaveringcapital.com T:+44(0)2073554720
Weavering Macro F.I. Fd GL OT CYM 02/27 USD 183.52 –0.1 9.3 10.8

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR GL OT VGB 03/31 EUR 1278.17 –1.2 –2.1 11.1
Winton Evolution GBP GL OT VGB 03/31 GBP 1260.86 –1.1 –1.3 12.5
Winton Evolution JPY GL OT VGB 02/27 JPY 115254.95 0.7 –3.8 7.1
Winton Evolution USD GL OT CYM 03/31 USD 1251.18 –1.0 –2.3 11.6
Winton Futures EUR GL OT VGB 03/31 EUR 204.63 –0.6 8.5 22.5
Winton Futures GBP GL OT VGB 03/31 GBP 220.34 –0.7 9.4 24.1
Winton Futures JPY Lead Series 2 GL OT VGB 03/31 JPY 14662.03 –0.7 5.7 19.5
Winton Futures USD GL OT VGB 03/31 USD 726.91 –0.9 7.7 22.8

n ZULAUF EUROPE FUNDS
Phone: +353 1436 7200 Fax: +353 1672 5361 www.zulaufeurope.ky
Zulauf Europe Fd EUR OT OT CYM 04/03 EUR 125.48 5.6 –14.2 –1.2
Zulauf Europe Fd LP OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 173.04 1.2 12.5 6.3
Zulauf Europe Fd USD OT OT CYM 04/03 USD 274.05 5.9 –12.2 1.5
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de
ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 03/31 USD 1251.33 –1.8 –1.8 –0.5 –18.7 –8.8

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

INDICES
12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month
periods pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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Japan Growth I JP EQ LUX 04/09 JPY 5551.00 –2.2 –35.1 –30.4

Japan Strat Value A JP EQ LUX 04/09 JPY 5396.00 4.6 –36.6 –31.5

Japan Strat Value I JP EQ LUX 04/09 JPY 5508.00 4.9 –36.1 –30.9

Real Estate Sec. A OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 9.72 –8.9 –49.0 –36.7

Real Estate Sec. B OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 8.95 –9.1 –49.5 –37.4

Real Estate Sec. I OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 10.39 –8.7 –48.6 –36.2

Short Mat Dollar A US BD LUX 04/09 USD 6.67 –0.3 –12.6 –11.3

Short Mat Dollar A2 US BD LUX 04/09 USD 8.75 –0.1 –12.6 –11.4

Short Mat Dollar B US BD LUX 04/09 USD 6.67 –0.4 –13.0 –11.7

Short Mat Dollar B2 US BD LUX 04/09 USD 8.73 –0.3 –13.0 –11.8

Short Mat Dollar I US BD LUX 04/09 USD 6.67 –0.1 –12.0 –10.8

n BANC INTERNACIONAL D'ANDORRA. BANCA MORA.
Avgd. Meritxell 96, Andorra la Vella. Andorra. Ph. +376.884884 www.bibm.ad
Andfs. Anglaterra UK EQ AND 04/08 GBP 6.14 –7.8 –29.8 –18.0

Andfs. Borsa Global GL EQ AND 04/08 EUR 5.24 –9.7 –38.4 –25.6

Andfs. Emergents GL EQ AND 04/08 USD 10.87 8.7 –45.5 –18.2

Andfs. Espanya EU EQ AND 04/08 EUR 9.89 –8.6 –37.5 –24.5
Andfs. Estats Units US EQ AND 04/08 USD 11.53 –5.4 –37.8 –21.9
Andfs. Europa EU EQ AND 04/08 EUR 5.85 –9.8 –39.0 –26.7
Andfs. Franca EU EQ AND 04/08 EUR 7.40 –10.7 –39.3 –28.2
Andfs. Japo JP EQ AND 04/08 JPY 416.93 –4.9 –36.1 –30.9
Andfs. Plus Dollars US BA AND 04/08 USD 8.06 –4.4 –22.8 –12.8
Andfs. RF Dolars US BD AND 04/08 USD 9.95 –2.6 –12.4 –6.0
Andfs. RF Euros EU BD AND 04/08 EUR 8.56 –4.4 –20.5 –13.1
Andorfons EU BD AND 04/08 EUR 11.24 –5.7 –22.9 –16.0
Andorfons Alternative Premium OT OT AND 02/28 EUR 93.26 0.9 –18.7 –8.5
Andorfons Mix 30 EU BA AND 04/08 EUR 7.52 –7.2 –30.8 –20.0
Andorfons Mix 60 EU BA AND 04/08 EUR 7.27 –10.6 –38.6 –25.4

n CHARTERED ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE LTD - TEL NO: 65-6835-8866
Fax No: 65-6835 8865, Website: www.cam.com.sg, Email: cam@cam.com.sg
CAM-GTF Limited AS EQ MUS 04/03 USD 132620.78 –1.7 –40.6 –24.3

n DJE INVESTMENT S.A.
internet: www.dje.lu email: info@dje.lu phone:+00 352 269 2522 0 fax:+00 352 269 25252
DJE Real Estate P OT OT LUX 04/14 EUR 9.69 –3.8 –4.8 –2.5
DJE-Absolut P GL EQ LUX 04/14 EUR 167.43 –4.5 –24.5 –16.4
DJE-Alpha Glbl P EU BA LUX 04/14 EUR 148.23 –3.6 –19.7 –12.8
DJE-Div& Substanz P GL EQ LUX 04/14 EUR 173.98 –0.5 –22.0 –14.0
DJE-Gold&Resourc P OT EQ LUX 04/14 EUR 133.26 1.9 –27.4 –12.4
DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 04/14 EUR 121.36 1.4 0.5 0.2

LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 04/14 EUR 114.36 23.2 –14.9 –5.4
LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 04/14 EUR 111.61 23.0 –15.4 –6.4
LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 13.52 –5.7 –23.0 –12.2
LuxTopic-Pacific AS EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 9.81 8.4 –45.4 –26.5

n HERMES FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (EGYPT) LIMITED, AMSALES@EFG-HERMES.COM
Tel: 9714 363 4041 *Middle East & Developing Africa Fund
EFG-Hermes Egypt GL EQ BMU 03/31 USD 32.30 –6.6 –53.8 –13.3
EFG-Hermes MEDA* GL EQ BMU 02/27 USD 17.79 –15.1 –52.3 –15.4
EFG-Hermes Saudi Arabia Equity EA EQ SAU 04/07 SAR 4.97 4.8 NS NS
EFG-Hermes Telecom OT EQ BMU 02/27 USD 23.63 –7.8 –38.6 –13.1

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 04/09 USD 267.07 8.8 –14.6 –6.2
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 04/09 USD 141.37 7.9 –44.1 –19.0
Sel Euro Equity EUR US EQ GGY 04/09 EUR 71.67 –5.9 –44.7 –32.4
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 04/09 USD 125.54 –8.7 –52.4 –32.3

Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 04/09 USD 133.10 –7.3 –46.5 –30.1
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 04/09 USD 121.46 –5.8 –20.1 –7.3
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 04/09 USD 92.88 2.7 –42.3 –21.9
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 04/09 USD 97.44 –3.3 –37.4 –23.8
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 04/09 USD 127.17 –2.7 –38.6 –28.8

n KREDIETBANK LUXEMBOURG
www.kbl.lu Fax : +352 47 97 73 911
EPB Flexible 25/75 OT OT LUX 04/08 EUR 285.87 –2.1 –16.1 –10.6
EPB Flexible 50/50 OT OT LUX 04/08 EUR 209.09 –3.2 –23.7 –15.8
KBC Eq (L) Europe EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 375.54 –3.4 –42.8 –31.2
KBC Eq (L) Japan JP EQ LUX 04/09 JPY 15777.00 –5.7 –35.4 –32.3
KBC Eq (L) NthAmer EUR US EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 436.51 –4.5 –38.3 NS
KBC Eq (L) NthAmer USD US EQ LUX 04/09 USD 638.04 –3.9 –36.5 –21.5
KBL Key America EUR US EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 298.39 –6.4 –44.3 –26.6
KBL Key America USD US EQ LUX 04/08 USD 313.69 –5.8 –43.3 –25.2
KBL Key East Europe EU EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 1215.98 14.9 –57.6 –36.6
KBL Key Eur Sm Cie EU EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 617.32 –1.8 –47.5 –36.5
KBL Key Europe EU EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 488.50 –5.8 –36.1 –27.8
KBL Key Far East AS EQ LUX 04/08 USD 926.53 2.7 –43.4 –23.2
KBL Key Major Em Mkts GL EQ LUX 04/08 USD 380.61 11.1 –53.3 –24.0
KBL Key NaturalRes EUR OT EQ LUX 04/08 EUR 356.73 4.7 –37.0 –19.0
KBL Key NaturalRes USD OT EQ LUX 04/08 USD 359.19 –0.4 –46.9 –19.6
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By James R. Hagerty

The likely departure of Herb Alli-
son from Fannie Mae would leave
both the mortgage titan and its
main rival, Freddie Mac, scrambling
to find new chief executives at a criti-
cal time in the government’s efforts
to revive the housing market.

Mr. Allison is expected to be nom-
inated to run the financial-bailout ef-
forts at the Treasury Department,
according to people familiar with
the matter. Freddie already is
headed by an interim CEO, John Ko-
skinen, in the wake of the resigna-
tion in March of David Moffett, who
held the post for just six months.

Fannie and Freddie, the main pro-
viders of funding for home mort-
gages, are central figures in the
Obama administration’s housing res-
cue plan, announced earlier this
year. Under the plan, they are help-
ing refinance loans for people with
little or no equity in their homes,
and seeking to revamp loans for oth-
ers at risk of foreclosure.

The government seized control
of the two companies in September,
amid fears that their financial trou-
bles would prevent them from main-
taining a steady flow of money into
home loans. Fannie and Freddie re-
ported combined losses of about
$108 billion for 2008. The two gov-

ernment-backed companies are be-
ing kept alive by capital infusions
from the Treasury.

It isn’t clear who would succeed
Mr. Allison at Fannie. One possibil-
ity is that Michael J. Williams, a Fan-
nie veteran who serves as
chief operating officer,
would temporarily take
the CEO position as well. A
Fannie spokesman de-
clined to comment. The
companies’ regulator, the
Federal Housing Finance
Agency, or FHFA, also de-
clined to comment.

Finding successors for
both CEO positions will be
tricky. With the companies
under government control,
any CEO will have little autonomy
and less scope for devising a long-
term strategy. Compensation is
likely to be meager by CEO stan-
dards. Any pay package totaling as
much as $1 million a year likely
would draw fire from the public. Fan-
nie and Freddie already are feeling
heat over their plan to pay about
$210 million in retention bonuses to
7,600 employees over 18 months.

The companies must seek ap-
proval from the FHFA for all major
decisions, including hiring, firing
and compensation of senior offi-
cials. Even speeches or interviews
granted by executives are subject to
the FHFA’s veto.

Mr. Moffett resigned partly be-
cause of frustration over the need to
consult with regulators on all big de-
cisions and to follow public-policy
mandates that he didn’t necessarily

see as good for Freddie, according to
people familiar with the decision.

Freddie is beginning its search
for a long-term successor for Mr.
Moffett. It intends to hold a competi-
tive “shootout” late this week and

choose a search firm.
Among the firms hoping to
land the assignment are
Korn/Ferry International,
Heidrick & Struggles Inter-
national Inc. and Russell
Reynolds Associates Inc.,
according to people famil-
iar with the situation.

Mr. Allison, 65 years old,
spent most of his career at
Merrill Lynch & Co. before
heading TIAA-CREF, a re-
tirement-fund manager for

college employees. At Merrill, Mr. Al-
lison served as treasurer, head of hu-
man resources and chief financial of-
ficer. In 2002, he became CEO of
TIAA-CREF. He sought to transform
TIAA-CREF into a more diverse, full-
service, financial-services provider.
He also reduced the work force by
8%.

Mr. Allison retired from TIAA-
CREF in April 2008. While on vaca-
tion on the Caribbean island of St.
John, he got a phone call from then-
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson,
asking him to head a government-
sponsored company, which turned
out to be Fannie. “I didn’t have any
time to deliberate, so I made a deci-
sion on the phone,” Mr. Allison re-
called in an interview months later. “I
felt like saying ‘no’ wasn’t an option.”
 —Joann S. Lublin

contributed to this article.

For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

Herb Allison

Barsky to close $3.5 billion fund

Citi’s share-sale plan
is being delayed by SEC

Fannie, Freddie seek CEOs
Government control
means little freedom;
Allison to Treasury
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By Randall Smith

Neil Barsky, a former journalist
turned hedge-fund manager, has de-
cided to shut Alson Capital Part-

ners LLC after
losses and redemp-
tions hit the $3.5
billion fund, accord-
ing to one fund in-
vestor.

The Alson fund lost more than
20% of its value in 2008, and a wave
of redemptions have shrunk the ve-
hicle to its current size of $800 mil-
lion.

In a letter to investors, Mr. Bar-
sky said he expected new redemp-
tions and didn’t want to “sell stocks
under potentially worse market con-
ditions” in the future.

Alson, named for Mr. Barsky’s

children Alexandra and Davidson,
posted annual returns after fees of
12.1% between August 1998 and
March 2009, beating the stock mar-
ket’s negative 3.3% return in the
same period, according to the letter
Mr. Barsky sent to investors.

In the letter, Mr. Barsky said that
“the investment environment is in-
creasingly troublesome to me. Our
expertise has always been in bot-
tom-up stock picking, and there is
no way to sugarcoat the reality that
this strategy has not been profitable
of late and there are few signs on the
horizon that such skills will be re-
warded soon.”

The Alson shutdown is the latest
in a global wave that is expected to
see the hedge-fund universe shrink
to about $1 trillion.

Alson became well known after

notching successful picks in the mid-
dle of the decade. Those bets included
investments in retailer Sears Hold-
ings Corp., and short positions on
newspaper and furniture companies.

Mr. Barsky exited from the hous-
ing sector successfully in early
2006, six months after writing a
July 2005 op-ed article in The Wall
Street Journal with the headline,
“What Housing Bubble?”

But last year the fund’s three big-
gest holdings were in energy and
utility stocks Allegheny Energy
Inc., Cummins Inc. and Williams
Cos.—all of which fell more than
50% after producing big gains in ear-
lier years.

Mr. Barsky covered real estate
for the Journal before becoming a
top-rated lodging and gaming ana-
lyst at Morgan Stanley.

By David Enrich

And John Jannarone

Citigroup Inc.’s plans to issue 4.4
billion new shares won’t move for-
ward until at least Friday, poten-
tially prolonging a short squeeze
that has propelled the stock higher
this week.

The Securities and Exchange
Commission has told Citigroup exec-
utives that it won’t approve the com-
pany’s stock-registration statement
until after the New York bank an-
nounces first-quarter earnings on
Friday, according to people familiar
with the matter. Citigroup previ-
ously told traders that the approval
would come in early April.

Separately, the New York Stock
Exchange is showing signs of retreat-
ing from plans to create a market for
the new Citigroup shares before
they are issued. The “when issued
market” is employed by the ex-
change to trade securities that
aren’t yet in investors’ hands.

Citigroup’s stock, which surged
25% on Monday, rose another 8.7%
Tuesday to $4.13. Traders and some
Citigroup officials say the run-up is
due to a “short squeeze,” or when
short-sellers struggle to find shares
to borrow and resell in the market.

Hedge funds and other traders
had been hoping for some near-
term relief from the short squeeze,
because they are facing huge losses
on their short positions.

Citigroup last month applied to
the SEC to register about 4.4 billion
new shares as part of its process to
convert much of its outstanding pre-
ferred shares into common stock.

That move, designed to improve
one gauge of Citigroup’s capital,
also will make it easier to sell bor-
rowed shares used for short posi-
tions. Citigroup currently has more
than 5 billion shares outstanding.

Citigroup officials had been tell-
ing investors that the SEC was ex-
pected to declare the company’s
stock-registration statement “effec-
tive” by last week.

But the approval process has
been bogged down. Citigroup execu-
tives continue to comb through a
lengthy list of comments from SEC
staff, according to people familiar
with the matter. The SEC also re-
cently informed Citigroup that it
likely won’t bless the registration
statement until after Citigroup re-
ports first-quarter results on Fri-
day, these people said.

An SEC spokesman declined to
comment.

Speculators had hoped to get re-
lief from a when-issued market cre-
ated by the New York Stock Ex-
change. In a memo last month, the
NYSE told traders that such a mar-
ket would begin “on a date to be an-
nounced.”

A person close to Citigroup said
the NYSE no longer plans to create a
when-issued market for the Citi-
group shares. An NYSE spokesman
said the exchange hasn’t made a fi-
nal decision.

The NYSE “reserves the right to
not initiate when-issued trading,
and to monitor what happens over-
the-counter first, and then deter-
mine whether to begin a when-is-
sued market, based on when and if
demand merits it,” the NYSE spokes-
man said in a statement.

A when-issued market offers an
opportunity to sell the common
stock that investors in preferred
shares expected to receive in the ex-
change offer. That might have nar-
rowed the gap between the price of
the preferred shares and the current
price of the common shares.
 —Kara Scannell

contributed to this article.

By Riva Froymovich

And Mike Barris

Global foreign-exchange trading
activity jumped nearly 15% last year
but is expected to shrink in 2009, ac-
cording to Greenwich Associates.

The research and consulting
firm said foreign exchange repre-
sented one of the few sources of
steady profits for global banks in
2008 as they recorded large write-
downs on investments and loans.

High volatility, combined with a

surge of investors seeking liquid
markets, attracted increased activ-
ity in foreign exchange.

Still, 2008 growth was half of the
prior two years. “Nobody’s expect-
ing 2009 to be nearly as big,” said
Tim Sangston, a managing director
at Greenwich Associates in Stam-
ford, Conn.

Hedge funds will likely contrib-
ute to that decline. They had been
the biggest drivers of global cur-
rency trading in recent years, nearly
tripling in 2007.
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Currency trading jumped in ’08
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Amazon error removes titles
on gay, health-care issues

J&J earnings fall 2.5%,
firm maintains outlook

By Dionne Searcey

Joseph Nacchio, the former chief
executive of Qwest Communica-
tions International Inc., reported to
federal prison Tuesday, nearly two
years after a judge sentenced him to
serve six years for insider trading.

Mr. Nacchio, 59 years old, arrived
at the Schuylkill minimum security
camp in Minersville, Pa., around
noon. A federal appellate panel had
denied a motion for bail Monday. His
attorneys asked U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Stephen Breyer, who over-
sees the 10th Circuit Court of Ap-
peals in Denver, for bail but shortly
after reporting to prison Justice
Breyer denied his request.

Mr. Nacchio’s lawyer, Maureen
Mahoney, declined to comment.

Mr. Nacchio was convicted in
2007 of 19 counts of insider trading
for selling $52 million in Qwest
stock while knowing the company’s
finances were faltering. His legal
journey since then has been a roller
coaster of rulings with a federal
panel tossing out his conviction,
only to have that decision later over-

ruled, and then several deadlines to
report to prison extended at the last
minute after he filed appeals.

The legal twists have been
closely followed by a group of
former employees who lost their sav-
ings under Mr. Nacchio’s leadership.

“Our people have been so up and
down...there have been so many
put-offs and stays to the point of ri-
diculousness,” said Nelson Phelps,
the executive director of a group

representing Qwest retirees.
Ms. Mahoney has appealed his

conviction to the U.S. Supreme Court
and said in a court filing she expects
others including the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, to file briefs in support.

An attorney for the Chamber said
the brief would ask the court to clar-
ify the internal information that can
make CEOs guilty of insider trading.
Mr. Nacchio’s attorneys also have
asked for a new trial after a witness
against him recently offered sworn
statements that seemed to conflict
with testimony at his criminal trial.

Mr. Nacchio also faces a civil suit
from the Securities and Exchange
Commission, which was on hold
while other legal issues tied to his
criminal case were clarified. The SEC
is seeking to bar him from serving as
a director or officer of another public
company as well as seeking to obtain
various ill-gotten gains and penalties.

Mr. Nacchio requested to spend
his six years in Schuylkill because of
its proximity to his wife, who has a
home in New Jersey.

Qwest’s ex-CEO in prison
Nacchio reports
for six-year term,
capping legal battle

Ad-spending forecast is slashed

Joseph Nacchio was expected to enter a federal prison in the U.S. Tuesday, nearly
two years after being convicted of insider trading while CEO of Qwest. Mr.
Nacchio, center, with his wife, Anne, and son, Michael, in 2007.

CORPORATE NEWS

By Suzanne Vranica

Zenith Optimedia again slashed
its forecast for spending on advertis-
ing this year, citing steeper declines
in the U.S. and Western Europe.

The Publicis Groupe SA-owned
media firm now predicts global ad
spending will sink 6.9% to $453.2 bil-
lion, while U.S. ad outlays will drop
8.7% to $156.9 billion.

“The last two quarters have been
eye opening in terms of the reduc-
tion in spending,” said Tim Jones,
chief executive of Zenith’s North
American operations. “Many (mar-
keters) are treating advertising as a
discretionary expense, and one they
find convenient to cut.”

Zenith had previously lowered its
2009 spending forecasts in Decem-
ber, to a decline globally of 0.2%.

By Geoffrey A. Fowler

And Jeffrey A. Trachtenberg

Amazon.com Inc. said an inter-
nal cataloging glitch inadvertently
removed more than 57,000 books
from its sales rankings and main
search page.

The Seattle company was hit by
criticism in recent days from the au-
thors of affected books, mainly
those focusing on gay themes. But
Amazon said the problem was glo-
bal, and affected other categories
such as health, mind and body, re-
productive and sexual medicine
and erotica.

“This is an embarrassing and
ham-fisted cataloging error for a
company that prides itself on offer-
ing complete selection,” wrote Drew
Herdener, Amazon’s director of com-
munications, in an email.

Amazon declined to explain its
cataloging process or what had
gone wrong with it.

“Many books have now been
fixed and we’re in the process of fix-
ing the remainder as quickly as pos-
sible, and we intend to implement
new measures to make this kind of
accident less likely to occur in the fu-
ture,” added Mr. Herdener.

Books by E.M. Forster and Gore
Vidal were among those with gay
themes whose rankings had been
missing but were later restored.
Books whose rankings were still
missing included a lesbian love

story by Sylvia Brownrigg and a bi-
ography of Ellen DeGeneres by
Lisa Iannucci.

The issue came to light in recent
days, after authors began to blog
about their rankings disappearing.
Author Mark Probst posted what he
said was a note from an Amazon cus-
tomer service representative, stat-
ing that his book had been classified
as “adult,” a category of books that
isn’t included in sales rankings.

Craig Seymour, author of “All I
Could Bare: My Life in the Strip
Clubs of Gay Washington, D.C.,” pub-
lished in June 2008 by Atria, an im-
print of CBS Corp.’s Simon &
Schuster, said he noticed in early
February 2009 that his memoir no
longer had a sales ranking, nor could
it be found using the search function
on Amazon’s home page.

After repeated requests for in-
formation, he was told that his
book had been classified as “adult
product.” He says he then got in
touch with his publisher, and soon
after the sales ranking was re-
stored, and his book could once
again be found from Amazon’s
home page. An Atria spokeswoman
declined immediate comment.

“I initially thought it was a
fluke,” said Mr. Seymour, who is
now teaching journalism at North-
ern Illinois University, located in De-
Kalb, Ill. “I’m happy now that this is
out so that Amazon can give us
some answers.”

By Peter Loftus

Johnson & Johnson’s first-quar-
ter profit fell 2.5% as the stronger U.S.
dollar, a consumer-products slow-
down and generic competition for
prescription drugs weighed on sales.

The weak economy continued to
hurt the health-care company’s re-
sults, with sales coming in lower
than Wall Street expectations for
the second quarter in a row. J&J’s
consumer unit, which had posted
strong sales growth for much of last
year, is now seeing sluggish sales.

The New Brunswick, N.J., maker
of Band-Aid bandages and Tylenol
pain reliever has offset some of the
pressure by cutting costs, including
last week’s disclosure that it will elim-
inate about 900 positions, or 6% of
its U.S. pharmaceuticals work force.

J&J said first-quarter net income
was $3.5 billion, or $1.26 a share,
compared with $3.6 billion, or $1.26
a share, a year earlier. The latest re-
sults exceeded the mean estimate of
analysts surveyed by Thomson Reut-
ers for profit of $1.22 a share.

Sales dropped 7.2% to $15.02 bil-
lion from $16.19 billion a year earlier,
falling short of the Thomson esti-
mate of $15.4 billion. Unfavorable cur-
rency-exchange rates accounted for
six percentage points of the decline.

For the full year, J&J main-
tained its earnings projection of
$4.45 to $4.55 a share, excluding
one-time items.

J&J Chief Executive William Wel-
don acknowledged “challenging eco-
nomic and near-term business pres-
sures” but said the company is well-
positioned for long-term growth.

J&J’s biggest unit, pharmaceuti-
cals, had quarterly sales of $5.8 bil-

lion, down 10% from a year earlier.
While sales of Concerta for attention-
deficithyperactivitydisorderand anti-
inflammatory drug Remicade rose,
sales of the antipsychotic medication
Risperdal declined 66% because of
last year’s U.S. patent expiration. The
anemia drugs Procrit and Eprex
posted a combined sales decline.

“Our results continue to be im-
pacted by generic competition for
some of our products,” Louise Me-
hrotra, J&J’s vice president of inves-
tor relations, said on a conference
call Tuesday morning.

The company’s medical-device
and diagnostics unit had sales of $5.5
billion, down 2.9% from a year ear-
lier. Sales of surgical-care and joint-
reconstruction products increased,
but sales of drug-coated stents fell.

J&J’s Cypher coronary stent is
fighting for market share against Ab-
bott Laboratories’ new Xience
stent, which is also marketed by Bos-
ton Scientific Co., under the name
Promus. For the quarter, J&J’s sales
of drug-coated stents decreased
about 37% to $252 million from
$400 million. Coated stents are tiny
scaffolds that prop open heart arter-
ies and use medication to keep scar
tissue from closing them off again.

Consumer sales dropped 8.7% to
$3.7 billion. Sales of the over-the-
counter version of the allergy drug
Zyrtec, which had been strong for
much of 2008, suffered from com-
parisons with a year-earlier period
in which inventory was built up in
connection with the product launch.

The U.S. market for over-the-
counter health products dropped by
2% to 3% in the first quarter, “and
competition from private label has
intensified,” said Ms. Mehrotra.
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n ALLIANCE BERNSTEIN
www.alliancebernstein.com/investments Tel. +800 2263 8637
Am Blend Portfolio A US EQ LUX 04/09 USD 7.87 –4.1 –38.7 –25.8
Am Blend Portfolio I US EQ LUX 04/09 USD 9.22 –4.0 –38.2 –25.1
Am Growth A US EQ LUX 04/09 USD 23.24 1.5 –26.6 –15.4
Am Growth B US EQ LUX 04/09 USD 19.68 1.2 –27.3 –16.2
Am Growth I US EQ LUX 04/09 USD 25.61 1.7 –26.0 –14.7
Am Income A US BD LUX 04/09 USD 7.26 2.9 –9.0 –3.1
Am Income A2 US BD LUX 04/09 USD 15.69 3.1 –9.0 –3.1

Am Income B US BD LUX 04/09 USD 7.26 2.7 –9.7 –3.8
Am Income B2 US BD LUX 04/09 USD 13.59 2.9 –9.6 –3.8
Am Income I US BD LUX 04/09 USD 7.26 3.0 –8.4 –2.5
Am Value A US EQ LUX 04/09 USD 6.93 –3.9 –32.6 –22.8
Am Value B US EQ LUX 04/09 USD 6.42 –4.3 –33.3 –23.6
Am Value I US EQ LUX 04/09 USD 7.41 –3.8 –32.1 –22.2
Asian Technology A OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 9.83 12.3 –35.4 –22.7
Asian Technology B OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 8.66 12.0 –36.0 –23.5
Asian Technology I OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 10.89 12.5 –34.9 –22.1
Emg Mkts Debt A GL BD LUX 04/09 USD 12.40 8.7 –13.2 –4.8
Emg Mkts Debt A2 GL BD LUX 04/09 USD 15.18 9.1 –13.0 –4.7
Emg Mkts Debt B GL BD LUX 04/09 USD 12.40 8.4 –14.1 –5.8
Emg Mkts Debt B2 GL BD LUX 04/09 USD 14.73 8.8 –13.9 –5.7
Emg Mkts Debt I GL BD LUX 04/09 USD 12.40 8.8 –12.7 –4.3
Emg Mkts Growth A GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 22.14 10.5 –48.4 –21.8
Emg Mkts Growth B GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 18.90 10.2 –48.9 –22.6
Emg Mkts Growth I GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 24.40 10.7 –48.0 –21.2
Eur Blend A EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 8.71 –4.6 –43.2 –31.6
Eur Growth A EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 5.48 –1.6 –38.8 –28.5
Eur Growth B EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 4.96 –2.0 –39.5 –29.2
Eur Growth I EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 5.94 –1.5 –38.4 –27.9
Eur Income A EU BD LUX 04/09 EUR 4.92 –1.2 –21.5 –13.5
Eur Income A2 EU BD LUX 04/09 EUR 9.12 –1.0 –21.4 –13.5
Eur Income B EU BD LUX 04/09 EUR 4.92 –1.4 –22.1 –14.1
Eur Income B2 EU BD LUX 04/09 EUR 8.52 –1.3 –22.0 –14.1

Eur Income I EU BD LUX 04/09 EUR 4.92 –1.1 –21.0 –13.0
Eur Strat Value A EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 6.46 –7.2 –47.4 –34.8
Eur Strat Value I EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 6.57 –7.1 –47.0 –34.2
Eur Value A EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 6.86 –5.8 –43.2 –32.2
Eur Value B EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 6.35 –6.2 –43.8 –32.9
Eur Value I EU EQ LUX 04/09 EUR 7.88 –5.6 –42.7 –31.7
Gl Balanced (Euro) A EU BA LUX 04/09 USD 12.25 –1.8 –31.2 NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) B EU BA LUX 04/09 USD 12.02 –2.1 –32.0 NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) C EU BA LUX 04/09 USD 12.17 –1.9 –31.5 NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) I EU BA LUX 04/09 USD 12.41 –1.7 –30.8 NS
Gl Balanced A US BA LUX 04/09 USD 12.92 –2.8 –34.2 –19.8
Gl Balanced B US BA LUX 04/09 USD 12.37 –3.1 –34.9 –20.6
Gl Balanced I US BA LUX 04/09 USD 13.33 –2.6 –33.8 –19.2
Gl Bond A US BD LUX 04/09 USD 8.37 –1.0 –5.4 –0.5
Gl Bond A2 US BD LUX 04/09 USD 14.09 –0.8 –5.4 –0.5
Gl Bond B US BD LUX 04/09 USD 8.37 –1.3 –6.4 –1.5
Gl Bond B2 US BD LUX 04/09 USD 12.43 –1.1 –6.3 –1.5
Gl Bond I US BD LUX 04/09 USD 8.37 –0.9 –4.8 0.1
Gl Conservative A US BA LUX 04/09 USD 12.92 –1.2 –20.1 –10.4
Gl Conservative A2 US BA LUX 04/09 USD 14.40 –1.2 –19.9 –10.3
Gl Conservative B US BA LUX 04/09 USD 12.91 –1.5 –20.7 –11.2
Gl Conservative B2 US BA LUX 04/09 USD 13.78 –1.5 –20.7 –11.2
Gl Conservative I US BA LUX 04/09 USD 12.95 –1.0 –19.2 –9.7
Gl Eq Blend A GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 8.52 –4.7 –49.9 –31.8
Gl Eq Blend B GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 8.05 –5.0 –50.4 –32.5

Gl Eq Blend I GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 8.94 –4.4 –49.5 –31.2
Gl Growth A GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 31.00 –3.9 –49.6 –30.5
Gl Growth B GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 26.07 –4.1 –50.1 –31.2
Gl Growth I GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 34.23 –3.6 –49.2 –30.0
Gl High Yield A US BD LUX 04/09 USD 3.11 7.8 –25.5 –13.4
Gl High Yield A2 US BD LUX 04/09 USD 6.23 8.2 –25.6 –13.4
Gl High Yield B US BD LUX 04/09 USD 3.11 7.4 –26.5 –14.3
Gl High Yield B2 US BD LUX 04/09 USD 10.08 7.8 –26.4 –14.3
Gl High Yield I US BD LUX 04/09 USD 3.11 8.0 –25.0 –12.8
Gl Value A GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 8.01 –5.7 –50.4 –33.1
Gl Value B GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 7.42 –5.8 –50.8 –33.8
Gl Value I GL EQ LUX 04/09 USD 8.47 –5.5 –50.0 –32.6
India Growth A EA EQ LUX 04/06 USD 60.51 4.7 –42.5 –11.8
India Growth B EA EQ LUX 04/06 USD 52.11 4.5 –43.1 –12.7
India Growth I EA EQ LUX 04/06 USD 62.50 4.8 –42.3 –11.6
Int'l Health Care A OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 106.71 –9.1 –27.5 –19.1
Int'l Health Care B OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 90.65 –9.4 –28.2 –19.9
Int'l Health Care I OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 115.92 –8.9 –26.9 –18.4
Int'l Technology A OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 78.60 7.5 –34.2 –19.3
Int'l Technology B OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 68.60 7.2 –34.9 –20.1
Int'l Technology I OT EQ LUX 04/09 USD 87.62 7.7 –33.7 –18.6
Japan Blend A JP EQ LUX 04/09 JPY 5433.00 1.2 –35.8 –31.1
Japan Growth A JP EQ LUX 04/09 JPY 5426.00 –2.5 –35.6 –31.0

Please turn to next page

NOTE: Changes in currency rates will affect performance and rankings. Source: Morningstar, Ltd
KEY: ** 2YR and 5YR performance is annualized 1 Oliver’s Yard, 55-71 City Road
NA-not available due to incomplete data; London EC1Y 1HQ United Kingdom
NS-fund not in existence for entire period www.morningstar.co.uk; Email: mediaservice@morningstar.com
 Phone: +44 (0)203 107 0038; Fax: +44 (0)203 107 0001
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Bank shares lead Asia gains
as Goldman raises hopes

Emerging Europe Equity
Funds that invest primarily in the equities of companies based in Emerging Europe. At least
75% of total assets are invested in equities. Ranked on % total return (dividends reinvested)
in U.S. dollars for one year ending April 14, 2009

Leading 10 Performers
FUND FUND LEGAL % Return in $US **
RATING NAME FUND MGM'T CO. CURR. BASE YTD 1-YR 2-YR 5-YR

NS iShares MSCI Barclays Global USDiIreland 4.03 –42.91 NS NS
Turkey Inc Investors

5 Griffin Griffin Capital EURiIreland 3.20 –45.14–25.26 NS
Ottoman Fund Acc Management Limited

5 Skarbiec FIO SKARBIEC TFI S.A. PLNiPoland –7.89 –46.72–19.57 7.48
Sub Zrównowazony Waga Acc

4 Zenith 2CG limited GBPiIreland 0.65 –47.06–27.91 –2.08
Investment EU Growth

NS Skarbiec FIO SKARBIEC TFI S.A. PLNiPoland –9.41 –48.48 NS NS
Sub Akcji Nowej Europy Acc

5 MC Premium Valartis Asset EURiLuxembrg –13.30 –48.70–25.50 5.05
Eastern Europ Eqs A Acc Management S.A.

NS SGAM Fd Eqs Société Générale EURiLuxembrg –9.94 –50.63 NS NS
Europe Expansion A Acc Asset Management

3 Lloyds TSB Lloyds TSB EURiLuxembrg 8.00 –52.27–30.49 1.59
Eastern Europe & Frontier Eq International Private Banking

NS DWS Zrównow DWS Polska TFI PLNiPoland –10.66 –52.51 NS NS
Sek Finanse Konsum A Acc S.A.

NS Market MARKET ACCESS EURiLuxembrg –17.90 –52.84 NS NS
Access Dow Jones Turkey Titans 20
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Shell cuts back on China projects

Singapore GDP plunges 19.7%
As exports collapse,
government weighs
another stimulus plan

FUND SCORECARD
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By V. Phani Kumar

And Rosalind Mathieson

Financial stocks led most Asian
markets higher after Goldman
Sachs reported better-than-ex-
pected results, but Japan ended

slightly lower as
profit-taking hit
auto makers.

Japan’s Nikkei
Stock Average of

225 companies shed 0.9% to
8842.68. Toyota Motor fell 3.6% and
Nissan Motor tumbled 6.3%. De-
spite those losses, both stocks are
up at least 30% so far this year.

Hong Kong shares soared to
catch up with gains in the U.S. and
Shanghai markets as trading re-
sumed after holidays on Friday and
Monday, lifting the Hang Seng Index
4.6% to 15580.16. Similarly, Austra-
lia’s S&P/ASX 200 gained 2.2% to
3752.90 and New Zealand’s NZX-50
added 1.1% to 2599.82.

The Thai market was closed for
the second day of the three-day
Songkran Festival, and the Indian
market was shuttered for Ambedkar
Jayanti.

In the banking sector, National
Australia Bank ended up 2.8%, In-
dustrial Bank of Korea gained 1.6%
in Seoul and United Overseas Bank
closed 1.9% higher in Singapore.

“Clearly, there is an air of posi-
tiveness. The market is thinking
that for financial stocks maybe the
worst is over,” said Michael Hef-
fernan, a senior client adviser at Aus-
tock Brokers in Melbourne.

Shares of Chinese banks surged
in Hong Kong trading, buoyed by re-
cent data showing strong growth in
bank lending. Bank of Communica-
tions rose 5.4% and Bank of China
added 4.6% in Hong Kong. HSBC
Holdings rallied 9.3%, helped by a
plan to sell office buildings in New
York and Paris, as well as its London
headquarters.

Despite the gains, signs remain
that the economic environment is
still difficult. Singapore’s advance
estimate of first-quarter gross do-
mestic product reported an 11.5%
drop from a year earlier. Singapore’s
Straits Times Index closed up 1.1% at
1897.02.
 —Matthew Allen contributed

to this article.

By Tom Wright

And Costas Paris

Singapore’s economy posted a
record contraction in the first quar-
ter as falling demand for exports
amid the global downturn reverber-
ated among Asian economies.

Gross domestic product
plunged an annualized, seasonally
adjusted 19.7% in the first three
months of 2009 from the previous
quarter and fell 11.5% from a year
earlier—the worst economic per-
formance since records began in
the mid-1970s.

Singapore’s government now ex-
pects the economy to shrink be-
tween 6% and 9% this year; earlier,
it forecast a contraction between
2% and 5%. The Southeast Asian
city-state’s previous worst eco-
nomic performance was a 2.4% con-
traction in 2001 after the global
tech bubble collapsed.

In response, the government is
considering a stimulus package of
10 billion Singapore dollars
(US$6.7 billion) , about half the size
of an earlier raft of measures, un-
veiled in January, to stir the econ-
omy, according to a person familiar
with the situation.

In an expected move, the Mone-
tary Authority of Singapore—the
central bank—eased monetary pol-
icy slightly on Tuesday by lowering
the trading band that pegs the Sin-
gapore dollar to a basket of interna-

tional currencies.
The central bank said there was

“no reason for undue weakening”
in the currency. Its move was seen
as sanctioning rates already trad-
ing in the market and an admission
that Singapore can’t significantly
boost external demand for its
goods by altering its exchange rate
without foreign investors losing
confidence in the currency.

The Monetary Authority uses
the Singapore dollar exchange rate,
rather than interest rates, as its
main monetary-policy tool because
Singapore’s trade flows dwarf the
island’s small domestic economy.

Singapore is one of the first
countries in the region to report
first-quarter GDP, and its sharp de-
cline could presage disappointing
results for other trade-dependent
economies like Malaysia, Thailand,
Hong Kong, South Korea and Japan.

Malaysia, which reported 0.1%
year-on-year growth in the fourth
quarter of 2008 is likely to see its
economy decline by 3.2% in the first
three months, said Robert Prior-
Wandesforde, an economist with
HSBC in Singapore.

Thailand—where the economy
slipped 6.1% on an annualized, sea-
sonally adjusted basis in the fourth
quarter compared with the previ-

ous three months—is also likely to
remain under pressure due to the
collapse in global trade.

Even nations with large domes-
tic markets to offset declines in ex-
ports, such as the Philippines, Indo-
nesia and Vietnam, look vulnerable.
Vietnam—the only other Southeast
Asian country so far to report for
the most recent quarter—said last
month that its economy grew 3.1%
year-on-year in the first quarter, its
slowest rate of expansion in over a
decade.

Singapore is more dependent
than other export-oriented econo-
mies such as Hong Kong on demand
from the U.S. and Europe for its
manufactured goods, meaning it
has been especially hard hit, says
Manu Bhaskaran, a senior research
fellow at Singapore’s Institute of
Policy Studies.

“We chose a particular growth
model that made us much more ex-
posed to the global economy,” Mr.
Bhaskaran said. “We will not re-
cover until the global economy
picks up.”

Non-oil exports, which ac-
counted for about 60% of Sin-
gapore’s GDP last year, fell 26% in
the first quarter from a year earlier.
Manufacturing, which accounts for
a quarter of economic output, fell
29% in the quarter from a year ago.

Some economists said they saw
signs that Singapore’s economy
may have touched bottom.. Exports
rose a seasonally adjusted 11% in
March on the previous month.

Compared with a year earlier,
March exports were 17% lower,
which was less than a record 35%
drop in January and 24% decline in
February.

Data as shown is for information purposes only. No offer is being made by
Morningstar, Ltd. or this publication. Funds shown aren’t registered with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission and aren’t available for sale to United States
citizens and/or residents except as noted. Prices are in local currencies.
All performance figures are calculated using the most recent prices available.

ASIAN-PACIFIC
STOCKS

By Shai Oster

BEIJING—Royal Dutch Shell
PLC is delaying or dropping some al-
ternative-energy projects in China
as too costly, given current oil
prices, executives said Tuesday.

Lim Haw-Kuang, executive chair-
man of Shell Cos. in China, said in
Beijing that because of the economic
downturn, it decided to postpone a
joint venture with Shenhua Group,
China’s top coal producer and parent
of China Shenhua Energy Co., to turn
coal into liquid fuel.

Shell had conducted a feasibility
study with Shenhua to build a coal-to-
liquid plant in the country’s western
Ningxia Autonomous Region. Shen-

hua has been independently pursu-
ing coal-to-liquid projects with its
own technology in the country’s In-
ner Mongolia region, but the col-
lapse of oil prices and China’s scar-
city of water resources have made
many of these projects unviable.

Mr. Lim said coal gasification—
turning coal into gas, often for use as a
feedstock for making chemicals—has
been a strong driver of Shell’s growth
in China. It has reached 20 licensing
deals in recent months with Chinese
companies to use Shell technology.
He didn’t name any of the companies.

Shell executives said they have
also abandoned a foray in north-
ern China into oil shale, a costly
and technologically challenging

type of oil to produce.
Separately, Shell confirmed it

was talking to potential Chinese
partners about a joint bid to develop
oil fields in Iraq, CEO Jeroen van der
Veer said Tuesday.

Shell Chief Financial Officer Peter
Voser, in Beijing to meet with govern-
ment officials and company execu-
tives and expected to take over soon
as chief executive, on Tuesday said
the company is working on restarting
the Soku liquefied-natural-gas plant
in Nigeria “sooner rather than later.”

Violence in the fossil-fuel rich
Niger Delta has forced Shell to
shut down part of its oil and natu-
ral-gas production in the west Afri-
can country.

The decline could
presage poor results
for some other
Asian economies.
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CORPORATE NEWS

By Bill Lindsay

SYDNEY—Qantas Airways Ltd.
forecast that its earnings would
drop sharply this fiscal year and said
it would cut as many as 1,750 jobs as
it extends efforts to reduce costs.

The airline cut its forecast for
profit before tax to between 100 mil-
lion Australian dollars and
A$200 million, or about
US$75 million to US$145
million, for the year
through June. That was
down from a previous fore-
cast of around A$500 mil-
lion. Qantas posted profit
before tax of A$1.41 billion
and net profit of A$969 mil-
lion for fiscal 2008.

Chief Executive Alan
Joyce said Tuesday that
while the carrier remains
strong, it has suffered on premium
and international routes.

The company posted pretax earn-
ings of A$288 million for the half
throughDecember,soTuesday’sfore-
cast indicates that Qantas expects to
post a pretax loss for the second half.
That would be its first since 2003,
when the airline was combating a
slowdown from the SARS epidemic.

Chief Financial Officer Colin Stor-
riesaidpricecompetitionandreduced
demandfor business-classseatsinthe
March quarter pushed profit per pas-
senger down by 15% to 20% from the
previous quarter. He said he expects
the deterioration to continue.

Qantas will cut capacity by 5% on
its main international and domestic

routes. It will also cut
freight capacity, grounding
the equivalent of 10 aircraft
that it will look to sell. The
airline said it won’t exit ex-
isting routes but will reduce
the frequency of flights, par-
ticularly on domestic routes
and flights to the U.S., the
U.K. and South Africa.

A further 500 manage-
ment positions will be cut
and as many as 1,250 addi-
tional positions will be

dropped. The latest measures repre-
sent around 5% of the carrier’s staff.
Qantas in March announced it
would cut 90 management positions
and in July said it would cut 1,500
other jobs from its work force of
more than 34,000.

Mr. Joyce, the CEO, said the air-
line’s discount arm Jetstar has con-
tinued to perform well. But interna-

tional, premium travel has been hurt
by industry discounts of as much as
50%. Freight operations also have
been hit hard by the global recession.

Qantas will defer orders for 12
Boeing737-800aircraft and four Air-
bus A380 aircraft, but will take its
next three scheduled deliveries to in-
crease its superjumbo fleet to six.
Mr. Joyce said the airline is in discus-
sions with Boeing Co. about reduc-
ing a near-term order for 15 new
787-800 aircraft.

Qantas forecasts declining profit

By Eric Bellman

MUMBAI—Tech Mahindra Ltd.’s
winning bid for troubled Satyam
Computer Services Ltd. is a bold
move in tough times for an Indian
conglomerate known better for its
rugged tractors than its software.

Tech Mahindra, a midsize out-
sourcing company, is part of the
farm-equipment-to-finance Mahin-
dra Group, one of India’s largest con-
glomerates. Its aggressive bid for Sa-
tyam shows how much it wants to ex-
pand its outsourcing business and
profile in the Indian economy. Its
bid was valued at $351 million for a
31% stake in Satyam, with the re-
quirement to purchase 20% more at
the same price per share later. The
bid was 20% above that of the next
closest bidder and more than dou-
ble that of the lowest.

“Both companies can benefit
from each other,” said Anand Mahin-
dra, chairman of Tech Mahindra and
vice chairman and managing direc-
tor of Mahindra Group, to reporters
in Mumbai Monday.

Until the financial scandal in
which Satyam’s founder admitted to
inflating the company’s books by
close to $1 billion, Satyam was one
of India’s most trusted outsourcing
and software companies. Tech Ma-
hindra is betting that the Satyam
scandal won’t ruin the company’s
business and that there is still value
in its roughly 50,000 employees and
hundreds of clients.

Mahindra was started in 1945 by
Mr. Mahindra’s grandfather and
granduncle. It first made off-road ve-
hicles and then farm equipment and
auto parts.

In the past 20 years, it has ex-
panded into everything from out-
sourcing to resorts to real estate. Its
annual revenue is nearly $7 billion.
Much of the group’s diversification

has been led by the 53-year-old Mr.
Mahindra. Mahindra is already the
fourth-largest tractor company in
the U.S.. and is exporting its farm
equipment to China.

Its information-technology busi-
ness has grown increasingly impor-
tant. Most of Tech Mahindra’s busi-
ness is building software for the tele-
communications industry in Eu-
rope, analysts say. The unit is
around 30% owned by BT Group
PLC.

The Satyam acquisition moves
the group from a niche player to one
of the largest companies in the soft-
ware industry.

Tech Mahindra was willing to bid
so much because there is little over-
lap between its business and Sa-
tyam’s, indicated Vineet Nayyar,
vice chairman and chief executive of
Tech Mahindra. More than 70% of Sa-
tyam’s business is in the U.S. and not
much of that is in telecommunica-
tions. Satyam leans more toward fi-
nancial and design work.

“Satyam provides a partner
which is almost completely comple-
mentary,” Mr. Nayyar said.

With Satyam’s profit margins at
less than 3%, Tech Mahindra will

have to find ways to cut costs and
boost business at Satyam. Analysts
say the divergent businesses of the
two companies could actually be-
come a liability, making it tougher
to find ways to reduce costs. “There
doesn’t seem to be any common
thread of synergy,” said Viju George,
an analyst with Edelweiss Securi-
ties Pvt. Ltd in Mumbai.

While growth rates in the out-
sourcing business have slowed this
year because of the global economic
crisis and struggling financial cus-
tomers, analysts and executives ex-
pect the industry to grow in the long
run as more companies try to save
money by sending complicated in-
formation technology work to India.

Mahindra wouldn’t comment on
how it plans to raise the close to
$500 million it will have to put up
for the 51% stake in Satyam. It will
be difficult to raise money because
of the global credit crisis, analysts
say, but Tech Mahindra should be
able to cobble it together through
loans, selling shares or bringing in a
private-equity partner.
 —Jackie Range in New Delhi and

Sonya Misquitta in Mumbai
contributed to this article.

Tech buy boosts Mahindra
Satyam deal pushes
conglomerate’s unit
into major leagues

Angang Steel Co.

Chinese steelmaker Angang
Steel Co. said its 2008 net profit
fell 60%, citing higher raw-mate-
rial costs and falling steel prices.
The Anshan-based company re-
ported net profit of 2.99 billion
yuan ($437.4 million), down from
7.53 yuan billion the previous year.
Revenue rose 22% to 79.62 billion
yuan. The company, shares of
which are listed in Hong Kong and
Shenzen, China, proposed a final
dividend of 0.21 yuan a share, down
from 0.55 yuan the previous year.
Angang said it will continue to face
pressure from the Chinese econ-
omy this year because of weak con-
sumer markets. The company said
it plans to invest 3.53 billion yuan
in a new steel production and 4.6
billion yuan in upgrading existing
production this year.

—Compiled from staff
and wire service reports.

GLOBAL BUSINESS BRIEFS

Alan Joyce

Chairman Anand Mahindra at a news conference in Mumbai Monday after IT
outsourcer Tech Mahindra won an auction to buy Satyam Computer Services.

X5 Retail Group NV

X5 Retail Group NV, Russia’s big-
gest grocer by revenue, posted a
hefty net loss for the fourth quarter
of 2008, but it reiterated its sales
forecast for 2009 and said it plans to
open about 100 new stores this year.
“We entered 2009 with a solid finan-
cial position, and during the year we
expect this to strengthen further
through cash-flow management,
cost control, disciplined investment
and deleveraging,” Chief Financial
Officer Yevgeny Kornilov said. X5
posted a net loss of $2.28 billion,
compared with a year-earlier net
profit of $89.5 million. The earnings
were weighed down by a $2.26 bil-
lion goodwill write-down related to
the 2006 merger of the Pyaterochka
and Perekryostok chains, as well as
foreign-exchange losses. Revenue
rose 41% to $2.4 billion.

Qantas net profit
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British Airways PLC

British Airways PLC said propos-
als put forward by the Unite labor
union aimed at boosting staff effi-
ciency weren’t sufficient but that
talks will continue. Unite last week
proposed a range of measures, includ-
ing pay freezes and millions of
pounds in deferred payments over
the next two years. The airline is look-
ing to cut costs as the global down-
turn in the industry hits passenger
traffic and earnings. A British Air-
ways spokeswoman said discussions
will continue with local bargaining
groups. Unite’s proposals included de-
ferring the 2009-10 pay award; post-
poning incremental compensation in-
creases for those earning basic pay
over £14,500, or around $21,500; and
measures to adjust head count follow-
ing a reduced flight schedule. BA is of-
fering voluntary layoffs.
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Monsanto Co.

Germany on Tuesday banned a
genetically modified strain of corn
that the European Union has
deemed safe for planting. Agricul-
ture Minister Ilse Aigner said U.S.
seed maker Monsanto Co.’s
MON810 corn product “presents a
danger for the environment.” Geneti-
cally modified organisms are com-
mon in the U.S. but controversial in
Europe. In 2004, the EU authorized
the planting of MON810 seeds,
which produce a toxin to ward off in-
sects. Monsanto claims this genetic
trait precludes the need for danger-
ous pesticides, but opponents fear
the seeds will spread and alter the
natural surroundings. France,
Greece, Austria and Hungary have
also imposed “safeguard” bans on
the MON810 variety.

Pernod Ricard SA

Founding family to boost
holding via Kirin stake

Pernod Ricard SA on Tuesday
said its founding family will boost its
holding in the French drinks com-
pany by agreeing to buy a 3.74%
stake held by Japanese brewer Kirin
Holdings Co. Societé Paul Ricard, the
holding company of Pernod Ricard’s
founders, will buy the 8.23 million
shares from Kirin for an undisclosed
amount after the completion of Per-
nod Ricard’s planned Œ1 billion
($1.32 billion) capital increase, ac-
cording to the company’s statement.
The Ricard family is already Pernod
Ricard’s largest shareholder, and its
stake will rise to 16.17% of the capital
and 22.02% of the voting rights, said
company spokesman Francisco de la
Vega. Tokyo-based Kirin has been in-
tensifying efforts to diversify as
growth in Japan’s food and beverage
sector has been sluggish.

StatoilHydro ASA

Norwegian oil and gas company
StatoilHydro ASA said it bought a
40% stake in 50 oil and gas blocks in
the DeSoto Canyon in the U.S. Gulf
of Mexico from BHP Billiton Ltd.
The frontier region is a largely unex-
plored area of the eastern part of
the Gulf of Mexico. “Obtaining
early access to new plays is re-
garded by the company as key to
our success,” said StatoilHydro
Vice President Tony Dore. A spokes-
woman declined to comment on the
price of the transaction,but added
that the blocks “fit quite well with
our expertise in deepwater areas.”
She said the blocks aren’t far from
the Walker Ridge area where Sta-
toilHydro holds other oil and gas as-
sets, but noted it’s too early to say
whether any production could be
tied back to that area. The new as-
sets, in which BHP Billiton has re-
tained a 60% majority stake, add to
StatoilHydro's already extensive
portfolio in the region.

Telenor ASA

Tele2 AB and Telenor ASA said
they will form a joint venture to
build a high-speed wireless Inter-
net network in Sweden. The net-
work will be based on fourth-gen-
eration wireless technology that
offers Internet speeds of up to 150
megabits per second—10 times as
fast as current third-generation
technology—a Tele2 spokes-
woman said. Sweden’s Tele2 and
Norway’s Telenor will be equal
partners in the joint venture,
named Net4Mobility. The net-
work, which will be based on so-
called LTE mobile broadband tech-
nology, is expected to start opera-
tion at the end of next year.

Argyll Partners

German retail chain DWW Wool-
worth Deutschland GmbH has filed
for bankruptcy protection, a
spokesman for the Frankfurt admin-
istrative court said Tuesday. The ad-
ministrator’s office said business
would continue as normal at the
company’s roughly 300 branches in
Germany and 20 in neighboring
Austria. Woolworth has some
11,000 employees. The company,
originally a unit of the U.S. Wool-
worths brand, opened its first Ger-
man branch in 1927. It split from its
former U.S. parent in a 1998 man-
agement buyout. Since 2007, it has
been owned by a unit of British in-
vestor Argyll Partners. Woolworth
Deutschland is separate from Brit-
ain’s Woolworths, which closed all
of its 800 stores in early January af-
ter failing to find a buyer.
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Russia’s markets retain grasp on equities
Locals win back lead
they had forfeited
after suspensions

By Jason Corcoran

Exchanges in Moscow have
clawed back their lead in Russian eq-
uity trading over the London Stock
Exchange, according to the chief ex-
ecutive of RTS Group.

The dollar-denominated RTS
and the ruble-denominated Micex
were both suspended more than 30
times since September. As a result,
investors turned to trading Russian
global depositary receipts in Lon-
don.

Prior to the financial meltdown,
Russian exchanges had 70% of the
value of equities traded against Lon-
don’s 30%.

Following Russia’s war with
Georgia, a banking crisis, investor
scandals and the accompanying er-

ratic trading patterns that led to the
temporary closures of the ex-
changes, the value of equities
traded was divided almost evenly be-
tween Russian and London bourses.
Overall daily volumes traded in Mos-
cow also slumped to $2 billion from
the $7 billion reached early in 2008.

RTS Chief Executive Roman
Goryunov said March trading vol-
umes indicated Moscow had won
back territory ceded to London.

“Last month we saw the ten-
dency had changed in Moscow’s fa-
vor with 70% to 30%,” he said.

A spokesman for Micex Group
said its figures matched Mr.
Goryunov’s.

Mr. Goryunov said neither of the
local exchanges had been sus-
pended since the regulator intro-
duced rules on March 1 that formal-
ized when trading can be halted and
allowed greater shifts in prices be-
fore a market is suspended. Along
with higher oil prices and a stronger
ruble, the new rules helped trading
volumes to bounce back to pre-cri-
sis highs.

“All of the problems last year
caused the international investors
to cease trading in Moscow in favor
of London,” Mr. Goryunov said. “The
local investors who went quiet have
become more active again and there
are a large number of new investors
to compensate for those who left.”

Previously, trading in a stock was
suspended until the next day if its

price fell more than 10% and trading
in the market as a whole was sus-
pended if the benchmark index fell
by the same amount.

Under the new rules, it takes a
15% deviation to stop trading for an
hour and a change of 25% to halt
trading for the day.

The increased participation in
the market of Russia’s Bank of Devel-
opment and Foreign Economic Activ-
ity and state-controlled investment
bank VTB Capital is also believed to
have buoyed local trading.

VTB, which manages Russia’s

sovereign-wealth fund, became the
biggest trader of dollars on the
Micex exchange in Moscow last
month after the state development
bank increased swap operations.
The combined value of trading on
the RTS exchange and over-the-
counter activity rose to $9.2 billion,
up 41% from $6.5 billion in February.

The brokers that handled the
greatest volume in March were Rus-
sia’s Troika Dialog, followed by Ger-
many’s Deutsche Bank AG and local
bank Renaissance Capital.

The RTS index was one of the

world’s best performers in March af-
ter falling more than 70% from Sep-
tember last year through to Febru-
ary. It climbed 27% to 690 points as
of March 31 from 545 points at the
end of the previous month. It closed
at 807.61 on Tuesday.

Separately, RTS outlined plans
to compete with its established ri-
vals in Europe by launching an anon-
ymous dark-pool system.

This would be the first attempt
by a Russian market to launch a dark
pool, following several similar
moves by European firms. Dark
pools allow traders to buy and sell
equities anonymously, which can
cut trading costs. The group will
launch RTS Standard, a new equity
market that enables members to
trade the most liquid RTS stocks
through an anonymous order book,
“in the upcoming future,” according
to a statement Tuesday.

RTS Standard will be open until
11.50 p.m. Moscow time to allow cus-
tomers to trade alongside the main
U.S. and European markets.

Brokers ITG, Liquidnet and Nyfix
offer dark pools for European
stocks, while NYSE Euronext
launched SmartPool, the first ex-
change-backed European dark pool,
on Feb. 2. U.S. dark pool Pipeline is
set to launch its European system
this month and the London Stock Ex-
change Group PLC plans to go live
with its Baikal dark pool before the
end of June.

UBS is losing a key voice
in hedge-fund research

www.efinancialnews.com

Note: As of April 13
Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group
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Alexander Ineichen has left UBS
AG after more than eight years at
the Swiss bank, where he honed a
reputation as an influential voice on
hedge funds.

A person close to the bank con-
firmed Mr. Ineichen had left, but
gave no details about his destina-
tion after leaving. UBS doesn’t have
immediate plans to replace him.

Mr. Ineichen was global head of
research at the alternative and quan-
titative investments platform of
UBS Global Asset Management. The
platform included hedge-fund man-
ager UBS O'Connor, and fund-of-
hedge-funds managers Alternative
Fund Advisory and Alternative In-
vestment Solutions, which in total
managed about $39 billion in Janu-
ary.

Mr. Ineichen didn’t manage
money at the units, but did produce
numerous reports on the state of the
hedge-fund industry. Along with
peer Huw van Steenis, head of Euro-
pean banks and financials research
at Morgan Stanley, Mr. Ineichen has
been one of the most well regarded
and influential voices commenting
on issues facing the industry.

His reports for UBS, “In Search of
Alpha: Investing in Hedge Funds,”
published in 2000, and “The Search
for Alpha Continues: Do Fund of
Hedge Funds Add Value?,” pub-
lished the next year, were the most
printed research reports in UBS’s re-
corded history by 2005.

UBS and Mr. Ineichen declined to
comment on his departure or his fu-
ture plans.

Some practitioners within the
fund-of-hedge-funds industry have
recently predicted severe contrac-
tion in the number of their peers, to
as few as four or five management
groups, after funds of funds lost 21%
on their investments last year, ac-
cording to analysts Hedge Fund Re-
search.

However, Mr. Ineichen told a
roundtable held by publisher Opal-
esque earlier this year that he be-
lieved that “the fund-of-funds
model is actually quite strong.

“With a fund of funds, you have
risk management on two levels. The
hedge-fund manager controls risk
on a securities and markets level,
while the fund-of-hedge-funds man-
ager controls risk on a single man-
ager level.”

Separately, one of UBS’s best-
known wealth advisers in the U.K.
has decided to leave following his
suspension last month.

Julian Goodman was suspended
on full pay last month. He has now
left the bank.

“We can confirm that Julian
Goodman has decided to leave the
bank,” said a UBS spokeswoman.
“Julian joined UBS five years ago as
part of the Scott Goodman Harris ac-
quisition where he was a partner.”
He had been shortlisted as one of Eu-
rope’s top 10 private-client advisers
in wealth-management trade publi-
cation Wealth Bulletin last year.

The spokeswoman didn’t say
why Mr. Goodman was suspended.
Mr. Goodman wasn’t available for
comment.
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By Zahid Hussain

And Matthew Rosenberg

MINGORA, Pakistan—Thou-
sands of Islamist militants are pour-
ing into Pakistan’s Swat Valley and
setting up training camps here,
quickly making it one of the main
bases for Taliban fighters and rais-
ing their threat to the government
in the wake of a controversial peace
deal.

President Asif Ali Zardari effec-
tively ratified the government’s
deal with the Taliban Monday by
signing a bill that imposes Islamic
law in Swat, a key plank of the ac-
cord, hours after legislators over-
whelmingly approved a resolution
urging it. Pakistani officials have
touted the deal, reached in Febru-
ary, as a way to restore peaceful or-
der in the bloodied region—which
lies just a few hours’ drive from the
capital—and halt the Taliban’s ad-
vance.

Yet a visit to the Taliban-con-
trolled valley here found mounting
evidence that the deal already is
strengthening the militants as a
base for war. U.S. officials contend
the pact has given the Taliban and
its allies in al Qaeda and other Is-
lamist groups an advantage in their
long-running battle against Paki-
stan’s military.

The number of militants in the
valley swelled in the months before
the deal with the Taliban was
struck, and they continue to move
in, say Pakistani and U.S. officials.
They now estimate there are be-
tween 6,000 and 8,000 fighters in
Swat, nearly double the number at
the end of last year.

Taliban leaders here make no se-
cret of their ultimate aim. “Our ob-
jective is to drive out Americans
and their lackeys” from Pakistan
and Afghanistan, said Muslim
Khan, a spokesman for the group, in
an interview here. “They are not
Muslims and we have to throw
them out.”

Militant training camps are
springing up across the valley’s
thickly forested mountainsides.
“Young men with no prospect of em-
ployment and lack of education fa-
cilities are joining the militants,”
said Abdur Rehman, a school-
teacher in Swat.

Until the fighting began nearly
two years ago in the valley, it was a
popular weekend getaway for well-
heeled Pakistanis, known for its al-
pine ridges, fruit orchards and
trout-filled streams. With the Tali-
ban now imposing its harsh ver-
sion of Islamic law, floggings and
even executions are fast becoming
commonplace. Residents said
many young men are joining the
militants to ensure the safety of
their families, who they hope will
be left in peace if one of their own
is fighting the government.

“We are all frightened by this bru-
tality. No one can dare to challenge
them,” said Fazle Rabbi, who owns a

cloth shop in Mingora, Swat’s main
town. The shop sits on a square that
has become known among resi-
dents as “Slaughter Square” be-
cause the Taliban have begun using
it to dump bodies after executions.

Since the new peace deal was
made, the militants are beginning
to push into neighboring areas. Last
week they overpowered a village mi-
litia in the adjacent Buner district.
The attack was a violation of the
peace accord. But the Taliban fac-
tion that controls Swat says it has
no intention of withdrawing. “We
want Islamic sharia [law] also to be
enforced in Buner,” said Mr. Khan.
“No one can force us out from any
part of the province.”

Many of the longer-term jihad-
ist fighters are loyal to groups with
ties to al Qaeda, such as Jaish-e-Mo-
hammed. They have been hardened
on battlefields in neighboring Af-
ghanistan and the Kashmir region
claimed by India and Pakistan—un-
derlining the growing confluence
between the various Islamist
groups fighting on either side of
the Afghan-Pakistani border, the of-
ficials say.

The Taliban and al Qaeda were
once largely confined to a moun-
tainous ribbon that runs along the
Afghan border and has long existed
in a semiautonomous limbo, techni-
cally part of Pakistan but never
fully under the control of its govern-
ment.

In the past two years, however,
the Taliban and its allies have
pushed into areas where Pakistan’s
state had held sway, such as Swat,
about 100 miles from Islamabad.

Striking peace deals with some
Taliban factions is part of Paki-
stan’s broader strategy to counter
the militants. The government’s
logic is that such accords can ex-
ploit the groups’ fractious nature;
one enemy can be neutralized with
a peace deal while another is de-

feated on the battlefield. The deals
also have been struck when the
army has struggled to overcome
militants. In Swat, about 3,000 mili-
tants pushed four times as many sol-
diers out of the valley in 18 months
of fighting, leaving some 1,500 peo-
ple dead.

Nearly all the peace accords
reached in the past few years in ar-
eas near the Afghan border, where
the Taliban are strongest, have col-
lapsed. Often they have left the mili-
tants more powerful. A similar deal
in Swat fell apart last year after the
Taliban renewed attacks on Paki-
stani forces.

The Taliban’s actions since the
new peace deal was unveiled have
alarmed Washington, where offi-
cials fear that Swat will become an
effective launching pad for expan-
sion into Pakistan’s more densely
populated plains. “This is a rest
stop for the Taliban, it’s nothing
more,” said a U.S. official in Wash-
ington.

Swat now offers a glimpse of
the Taliban’s vision for Pakistan.
They have taken control of the lo-
cal government and the police,
who have been ordered to shed
their uniforms in favor of the tradi-
tional Shalwar Kameez, an outfit
comprising a long shirt and loose
trousers. They also have seized
Swat’s emerald mines, which ex-
tract millions of dollars a year in
gemstones.

At barbershops, notices warn
men not to shave their beards.
Women are no longer allowed to
leave their homes without their hus-
bands or male blood relatives.
Girls’ schools have been reopened
after initially being closed but the
students must be covered from
head to toe, and Taliban officials
routinely inspect classrooms for vi-
olators.

“We used to have lots of cultural
and extracurricular activities in the

school, but all that has been
stopped,” said Ziaullah Yousaf Zai,
a principal of a private girls’ school
in Mingora. “We do not want to give
any pretext to the Taliban to shut
the school again.”

Mr. Khan, the Taliban spokes-
man, predicted there would soon be
more executions, showing off a list
of people whom the Taliban want to
try in Islamic courts for what he
called their “anti-Islamic” ways.
The list includes senior govern-
ment officials, a woman whose hus-
band is in the U.S. military, and oth-
ers. Many of them have fled or are
in areas outside Taliban control.

“These kinds of people should
not live,” said Mr. Khan, who also is
a commander in the Tehrik-e-Tali-
ban, a broader Taliban alliance fo-
cused on battling the Pakistani gov-
ernment.

Islamic courts haven’t yet been
set up in Swat because Pakistani
President Zardari had delayed sign-
ing the bill to impose sharia, as the
peace deal stipulates. Until Mon-
day, he had maintained there first
must be complete peace in the val-
ley, though he didn’t explain how he
would determine that, nor did he ad-
dress it Monday.

Mr. Zardari’s delay was widely

viewed as an attempt to save face
with opponents of the deal in his
own government and Washington.
He relented after the Parliament
vote established support from al-
most every national political party,
said a senior official close to the
president. One party walked out in
opposition.

Mr. Khan had warned of more
bloodshed if Islamic law was not for-
mally imposed. “It does not matter
to us whether the peace deal stays
or not. No one can stop us from set-
ting up our own courts,” he said.

The Taliban were already impos-
ing their own version of sharia,
which has been interpreted with
wide variations by Islamic scholars
for centuries. Pakistani TV stations
recently broadcast a video of a
woman being flogged by black-tur-
baned Taliban in Swat. Most official
accounts say she was alleged to
have left her house without a male
blood relative.

While Mr. Khan insisted the
video was a fake, he acknowledged
that such an incident did happen.
“As a Muslim, we cannot allow a
woman to violate Islamic values,”
he said.
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Pakistani peace deal gives Taliban clout
Once a weekend getaway, Swat Valley morphs into rebel stronghold, and locals are too scared to challenge them

With harsh version
of Islamic law in
place, floggings are
becoming common.

Above, Pakistani Taliban armed with rocket-propelled grenade launchers patrol near the Swat border Saturday, after attacking a village in neighboring Buner.
Below, Muslim Khan, the Taliban spokesman in Swat.
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